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A C K N 0 W L E D G C M E N T S
The Michigan State University Center for Remote Sensing directorate
wish to submit, with confidence and jpride, our report of accomplishments
achieved during the 1980-81 grant year, tie judge our production to have
been versatile, innovative and substantial, and of practical utility for
agencies and firms throughout Michigan.
What has made these accomplishments possible has, again, been the con-
tinuing trust and encouragement with which our operations have been endowed
through the continuing financial, grants from the National, Space and Aero-
nautics Administration through the Office of Space and Terrestrial. Applica-
tions, Technology Transfer Division, University Applications Program,
Joseph A. Vitale, Manager, under NASA grant number NGL 23-004-083.
The principals of the MSU-CRS acknowledge, with considerable gratitude,
the continuing support of the MSU endeavors in the realm of remote sensing.
From periodic comments brought to our attention, we feel reasonably confi-
dent that the cumulative accomplishments over the years realized as a
result of the many
 associations between NASA and MSU, have been, in return,
effectively supportive to relevant missions of NASA. We are encouraged by
the continuing mutual high esteem shared by NASA officers and MSU remote
sensing scientists, officials and collaborating organizations.
During this reporting year, June 1, 1980 to May 31, 1981, a considerable
variety of research studies, contractual services and general service were
carried on and completed. The accomplishments of these categories of acti-
vities described in the text material which follows were made possible by
the cumulative synergism of the multi-disciplinary teamwork of faculty
scientists, technicians and administrative staff members including personnel
of collaborating agencies, with the substantial back-up of the NASA Univer-
sity Applications Program and Michigan State University administrative officers.
The long-term support of the MSU program continues to be the base-support
for cumulative development of technical competence by the personnel of the
Center for Remote Sensing and the progressive growth of esteem by the public-
serving community of institutions for the achievements and demonstrated
expertise of the Center's personnel.
In the light of the austere :financial straits, operating agencies at
all levels of business and government are increasingly having to cope with,
1
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the continued support of NASA is proving to be an even more indispensable
base of support for maintaining vitality and productivity of the MSU
program.
0
Faculty Investigators
The following listing indicates
actively engaged in the productivity
were many additional participants in
full citation of the Center's larger
volved in varying and changing inten
included here.
those faculty scientists who were
of the year being reported. There
CRS events and processes but the
roster of participants who are in-
31ties from year to year is not
+ Jon Bartholic, Associate Director, Agricultural. Experiment Station
and Interim Coordinator, Center for Remote Sensing
+ Myles Boylan, Professor Emeritus, School of Urban Planning and
Landscape Architecture and Principal Investigator, NASA Grant
NGL 23-004-083
+ Dieter Brunnschweiler, Professor, Department of Geography
+ John Forsyth, Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science
+ Stuart Gage, Associate Professor, Department of Entomology
+ Rene C. Hinojosa, Assistant Professor, School of Urban Planning
and Landscape Architecture
+ Anil K. Jain, Associate Profe4)sory Department of Computer Science
+ Delbert L. Mokma, Associate Professor, Department of Crop and Soil
Sciences
+ Carl Ramm, Assistant Professor, Department of Forestry
+ Gene Safir, Associate Professor, Department of Botany and Plant
Pathology
+ Ger Schultink, Research Associate, Department of Resource Development
+ Larry W. Tombaugh, Professor and Chairman, Department of Forestry
Center for Remote Sensing Research Staff
These following persons are the "technical staff" members who are re-
ferred to throughout this report. They consist of all non-faculty personnel
.....namely, full-time specialists (who count among the "Principals"),
graduate research assistants and part-time student technical workers. These
are the persons who carry forward most of the direction, operation and labor
of the Center, carrying out the multiple tasks generated by Faculty scientists,
.3
collaborating and/or contractual agencias and all chose seeking varying
kinds and magnitudes of guidance and information.
+ .John Haleja, Program Analyst
+ Elizabeth aartela, Secretary
+ Valerie Cocking;, Student Researoh slide
+ `rom coiucci, Student Research Aide
+ Russ Dodson, Graduate Research Assistant
+ Diary Dugan, Student Research Aide
+ William R. Rnslin, Research Specialist--Manager
+ Richard Hill-Rowley, Graduate Research Assistant
+ William U, Hudson, Research Specialist
+ Michael A. Karteris, Graduate Research assistant
+ Kyle Kittleson, Graduate Research Assistant
+ Robin Landfear, Student Research Aide
+ David P, Lusch, Research Specialist
+ Saiid Mahjoory, Graduate Research Assistant
+ Scott Witter, Graduate Research Assistant
+ Andris 7usmanis, Student Research Aide
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The methods and capabilities of remote sensing technology are becoming
increasingly expanded, more versatile, complex and sophisticated. No longer
:io a manual/vioual interpretation of imagery followed by manual recording
and simple quantitative and qualitative analysis anywhere near adequate for
the increasing widespread demandii for critical information. As these cur-
rent years unfold, computer-assiated, digital interpretation, plotting and
analysis of data from a variety of scanners on board aircraft and spacecraft
commonly transmitting at frequent, regular intervals have become the minimum
means.....the norm.....for serving informational needs about the condition
and magnitudes of terrain and the cultural, development upon it.
The Michigan State University Center for Remote Sensing principals
have been working most diligently to acquire collateral funds to purchase
the necessary basic equipment and software to enable this catch-up. As
hardware equipment components have been acquired, integrated and made opera-
tional, faculty and staff have striven to develop capability in utilizing
them for the needed effectiveness. In March 1981, the Center acquired the
basic component of a micro-computer system with several basic software
packages. As described in sections "C-2" and "C-3," under "General.
Missions," the staff through the 1980-81 period began the painstaking labor
of installing, balancing out, integrating functions and components and other-
wise making operational the beginnings of this system.
In the face of an intensifying demand for information, the economic
shortfalls of the times have been progressively curtailing the fiscal
capabilities of federal and state agencies, private firms, and the Univer-
sity to supply both direct funds for equipment acquisition and assembly
and for contractual research which had been a growing, promising source
for non-categorical funds which could sustain these kinds of essential
tasks.
At the same time, these economic constraints have been influencing
the nature of policies, legislative enactments, court decisions and
agency/institutional priorities. The introductory commentary of the
Progress Report submitted for 1979-80 is stall highly apropos to the
situation of 1980-81. A selected portion is loosely reiterated at this
4
point as a summation of the current challenges And opportunities open to
remote sensing science:
"The increasin g severity and austerity emanating from the
current widespread economic shortfalls Are influencing the naturu
of policies, legislative enactments and court decisions. Ration-
alizations are being offered for the lessening of environmental
monitoring, controlling and enforcing, E%pediencies are being
substituted for careful deliberation and objective judgements.
With such a trend in motion, it is all the more important to
be able to counter impulsive, biased ,judgements with current,
speedily-derived, accurate, irrefutable evidence of the condition
of particular situations. Remote sensing, as one major means for
obtaining such immediate information, should be supported in every
possible way for continuing the flow of ,needed data and for sus-
taining further development of expertise.
"In parallel to this growing trend of lessened monitoring
and controlling how resources are utilized, is the widespread,
expanding capability for quickly detecting more instances and
more kinds of environmental abuses and breakdowns. Governmental
jurisdictions at all levels are becoming increasingly knowledgeable
and capable.....even to sophisticated degrees....,to cope with new
environmental disasters, negative impacts on human alLd wildlife
health and for the ability to determine carrying capacities of
different resource situations, together with knowledge of how to
use technological tools and processes for resolving such issues.
"On the constructive side o1A the picture, public and private
entities are learning to use elements of remote sensing techniques
to improve husbandry, harvesting and marketing of food and fiber
products; to locate new supplies of fiber and mineral resources; to
monitor rates and volumes for harvesting, mining and disposal of
waste products; to evaluate features of transportation systems
(including pipelines and power line transmissions; to detect and
calculate energy inefficiencies and to plan energy conservation
programs; to monitor conversions of land cover and land use; etc.
"The key factor in staying effecitvely on top of this overall,
dynamic situation is the growing general capability for deriving
essential, reliable information on short notice at affordable costs.
"Since 1971 the Michigan State University Center for Remote
Sensing has been an important agent for advancing such capabilities
in ooth private firms and public agencies in Michigan. To serve in
this manner, the CRS has been a resource for imagery materials,
technical assistance and training. This adjunct service role has
been increasing over the last two years and possibly is becoming
one of the Center's more important missions,
"The activities and achievements within this... reporting
period demonstrate the versatility of the CRS in responding to
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
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a substantial variety o f needs thoughout the state in addressing
urgent problems and issues as well as broadening the using-
"` capabilities of Larger numbers of individuals and organizations,
The increasing trend for cost-sharingby users on individual
projects is another evidence of faith in the Center's competencies."
During this reporting, year, a considerable variety of research studios,
contractual services and informational services and training, equipment
installation and refinement was carried out. 	 As will be noted, the research
studies were carried out with most costs incurred reimbursed by the NASA
Grant budget, but in some instances, collaborating user agencies shared in
reimbursing related costs.	 What Are labelled this year as, "general
mission" costs were, for the most part, also paid by the NASA Grant budget.
"Contractual Services" direct costs, as implied by the term, were reim-
bursed in full by the client agency or firm; however, some indirect costs
can be implied, such as those funds spent over the past for developing
staff expertise, use of equipment and furnishings, heat, light and general
administration,	 For these kinds of costs, a combination of NASA Grant and
University funds could be considered as having contributed.
The five research studies described in this report under section "A,"
"Research Applications," were initiated and carried out by faculty scien-
tists from University departments and some were conducted in partnership
with various user agencies consisting of federal and state of Michigan
departments and divisions, growers associations and cooperatives and
University department and research agencies. 	 The leadership participation
of faculty scientists involved considerable expenditures of their time and
enemy which was paid for by the respective departmental budgets in terms
of paying their salaries without any encumbrances on the NASA Grant funds.
Section "B," "Contractual Services," consisted of four separate
^t studies carried out under contract with the user-client agency/.firm which
...; paid for all costs involved. 	 The synoptic report for each describes the
nature and scope of each and the amount of dollars contributed by the
user-client.
The activities described under section "C," "General Missions Accom-
plished," consist of four kinds of engagements described in separate
synopses.	 These were activities in training programs (short courses), the
status quo of the digital processing Micro-computer system with basic
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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software packages and provision of a variety of information functions to
agencies, students and faculty and the general public. Of these four acti-
vities, the participants' tees in the short courses offset some of the
direct coats in training programs.
Section "D" presents an up-date of the "informational summary" of
quantitative information and is inr;^ ,aded Herein as a supplement to the
proceeding synopses. This special report contains selected categories of
information originally requested by NASA and initially compiled by the
Canter principals, titled, '"Project Information Deport," and submitted
September, 22, 1978. This kind of report was instituted as a regular elm-
ment for inclusion with subsequent progress reports. The data arrayed in
this Section "D" have been organized under the same seven "categories" as
were those in the original one.
s
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Sec4ionA: R ES EAR 011
	
APPLICATT"11,11
It
The research applications studies initiated and carried out during the
June 1, 1980 to !tay 31, 1981 grant year consisted of the following five
units:
A-1:	 Evaluation of Landoat Data for Estimating Acreage of
Small Forested Areas in the Southern Lower Peninsula
of Michigan
A-2:	 Application of Remote Sensing for Assessment of Damage
to Small Grains Caused by the Cereal Leaf Beetle
A-3;	 Remote Detection of X-Dissaae of Peach and Cherry Trees
and of Firs Blight of Pear and Apple Trees
A-4:	 Crop Area Estimation
A-5:	 Delimiting Areas of Virus Infestation in Vineyards and
Blueberry Fields of Southwestern and Western Michigan
Each of these five research application units is described in the synopses
offered in this accompanying ;Action.
The emphases this year, as it turned out, were three out of the five
studies which dealt with crop stress and two with crop estimating techniques,
Usually the research productivity of the MSU Center is more diverse in the
kinds of categories; but as the reporting year ended, these five were up
front as those which comprised the reportable research agenda.
Study A-1 was commissioned by the Forest Management Division of the
State Department of Natural Resources (DWR) who provided $6,000 for re-
search to serve a multiplicity of purposes for the DNR and which served
as the doctoral dissertation research objective for a graduate student on
the CRS staff.	 This grant reimbursed at least direct costs. 	 The sponsor
agency judged this experiment based on Landsat-derived forest statistics
a valuable supplement to current resources data.
Studies A-2 and A-3, investigating crop stresses caused by the cereal
leaf beetle and by unidentified X-disease viruses ) were initiated in the
previous grant year but because of the limitations of growing seasons and
the need to double check performance data for at least two growing periods,
both had to be carried through into the 1980-81 research year.
The A-4 study, as a new undertaking, demonstrated reliability for
vastly improving on standard methods of crop production estimation which
8
rK4
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have been much too gross, with errors too high for acceptability and too
costly to carry out, -,i^,d t on the whole, too arbitrar y for reliability,0
1Study A-5 was also a now research endeavor which was initiated during
May 1981,	 The stress detection activities were carried on through the
following five months for coverage of one
-
full, growing acason and will
4t likely be repeated into a second season for possible confirmation of ten-
tative findings.
Although the functions of contractual services, general services and
training may increase steadily to larger proportions of the Center's overall
operations, the experimental research studies will always be the critical
mass generating productivity. 	 Through theoe'expariences # the multiple capa-
bilities and outreach of the Center grow and generate now methods, new
domains of utility, more sophisticated processes and concepts,	 And through
these kinds of investigations, the very optimum number and quality of scien-
tists from university disciplines are drawn upon. 	 It is from these kinds of
innovative studies that other missions spin off.
First pvtority continues to be granted to the kinds of experimental
research units which serve the objectives, missions and priorities of the
University Application Program of the National Space and Aeronautics Admin-
istration,
rI^
A
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A,-1: evaluation of Landeat Data for Estimating Acrea ge of Small Forested
Arena in the Southern Lower Paninsula o Michi an
`	 Forest Management Division
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
F. 0. Box 30028
Lansing, Michigan 48909
`	 Grant; September 1979-Septumber 1980
$6,000
The Forest Management Division of the Michigan Department of Natural
Resourcog (MDNR) needs a simple, inexpensive grid reliable method for pro- 	 {
viding up-to-date county-level forest resources information. Presently,
forest data are gathered periodically through the cooperative efforts of
the MDNR, the U.S, Forest Service and the forest industry in Michigan. The
major forest inventory of the entire ntutce is the Michigan Forest Survey.
However, the survey is conducted only every 10 to 15 years, it is not site-
specific and it id statistically reliable only on a multi-county basis. The
Forest Management Division is interestetr in whether accurate forest informa-
tion on a county basis can be derived cost-effectively from Landsat data.
This demonstration study assessed the accuracy of mapping and estimating
Ci% area of scattered forestlands in southwestern Michigan from Landsat imagery.
Scattered small forestlands were of interest because the ratio of their peri-
meter length to areal extent is higher than Chose of extensive contiguous
forests. In terms of ;tmage interpretation and mapping, an interpreter has
to identify and delineate many more forest units and boundaries which increases	 3
the probability of committing identification and boundary errors.
The objectives of this study were: 1) to map forests using different
Landsat image products from two seasons; 2) identify and map all errors by
comparitig the Landsat-derived forest maps iith a detailed forest cover type
map; 3) assess the accuracy of interpretation; 4) analyze the factors contri-
buting to error; and 5) evaluate time, cost and image availability considers-
Lions.
Barry County in southwestern Michigan was selected as the study area
because a detailed forest cover type map and recent aerial photography were
available. This county contains many scattered forested areas of various
sizes and shapes within its land area of 144,780 hectares (357,751 acres).
0ver 26 percent of the county is covered by forests which consist of many of
10
tha forest cover types found in Michigan, Of these forestlands, 99.2 per-
cent are capable of producing commercial timber and two-thirds of them are
in private ownership.
Agriculture is the major land use (55%) in the county and includes
farming, livestock, dairy and poultry production. Principal crops are corn,
wheat, oats, soybeans and dry beans,
Terrain varies from level in the eastern townships to gently rolling in
the west. There are numerous wetlands although well-drained soils (foams and
sandy loamy) predominate throughout the county.
It was decided that the optimal Landsat image may be a cloudless winter
scene with snow cover on the ground bc,Z not on the trees. Under this condi-
tion, the tonal contrast between forested areas and other land cover types is
very high.	 For comparative purposes, an additional Landsat scene taken
w during the growing season would be used.
A Landsat scene from February 26, 1979 (E-30358-15475) and one from
September 12, 1979 (E-30556-15460) were selected From available scenes pro-
duced on the EDIPS (EROS Digital Image Processing System) equipment. 	 EDIPS
imagery was preferred because the system has improved Landsat image quality
by employing processing routines for radiometric and geometric corrections,
haze removal and edge enhancement.
Two image products of each Landsat scene were selected forinterpreta-
tion:	 a Band 5 positive and a false-color composite of the winter scene, and
a false-color composite and a diazo-enhanced color composite of the fall scene.
All of the images were 185mm x 185mm (7.3 in. x 7.3 in.) transparencies.
The diazo color composite was produced to enhance (contrast stretch)
forested areas using a density-specified process. 	 Film exposure for each
band was determined through densitometric analysis of forest areas clearly
depicted on all black-and-white band positives and use of characteristic den-
sity (sensitometric) curves for each diazo film.
	
The false-color composite
t consisted of one yellow diazo copy of Band 4, three magenta copies of Band 5
s
and one cyan copy of Band 7.
The primary source of reference (ground truth) data was a recently
completed forest cover type map of the county. 	 The map was prepared from
fj
y photointerpretation of 1,1 0,110 scale color infrared (CIR) photography taken
z
in 1974.	 In cases where discrepancies between the Landsat forest maps and
i thig map were found, available 1:24,000 scale CIR photography acquired in
11
12
r
1978 was used to resolve differences.
Separate forest maps and area estimates for the county were derived
from visual interpretation of the four Landsat images.
	
Forest areas as
small as ono hectare (2.5 acres) were delineated from these images onto
1:50,000 scale county base maps using a precision rear projection system.
The interpretation entailed the identification and delineation of the
boundaries of all forest areas without considering forest type or condition,
and was performed by one interpreter, 	 Prior to interpretation, the inter-
preter trained himself to recognize the appearances of forestlands on each
image through analysis of a test area. 	 To minimize bias in interpretation
decisions due to experience gal.ied from a previous interpretation, the se-
quence of interpretation alternated between winter and fall scenes with a
one-week break between scenes.
	
An interpretation overlay showing the
boundaries of forestlands was prepared from each Landsat image.
The existence of the forest cover type map of the county permitted a
complete assessment of the accuracy of interpretation. 	 All errors in each
Landsat forest map were iaentified and delineated onto separate overlays
A. (fig. S) through comparing each map superimposed on top of the forest cover
type map.
	
Registration was done on an individual forest tract basis since
the geometric projections of the Landsat imagery (Hotine Oblique Mercator)
and the reference map (polyconic) were different.
Omission errors were classified into forest type, stand size and
density classes and commission errors were divided into seven land cover/use
categories (table x).
	
The omission and commission errors were further sep-
arated into boundary or identification errors.
	
L ,aundary errors are areal
differences in the perimeter (size and shape) of individual forestlands
between the Landsat maps and reference map. 	 Errors due to misinterpreting
an entire forest tract or identifying a non-forest cover area as forest
were considered identification errors. identification errors are the most
serious because individual parcels of Land of a certain class are absolutely
lost by assigning them to another class.
ti	 Another category was identified but not included in the accuracy as-
^G
sessmont because it did not represent Landsat classification error. This
category consisted of individual forestlands that were corectly interpreted
on the Landsat images but were not shown on the forest type map. These lands,
verified on recent aerial photography, were considered "overlooked forests"
{
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FIGURE I. FOREST INTERPRETATION MAP FROM THE COLOR FALL IMAGE OF WOOD-
LAND TOWNSHIP, BARRY COUNTY, SHOWING CO M ISSION AND OMISSION
ERRORS. SEE TABLE I, FnR EXPLANATION OF CODES.
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TABLE I.	 FOREST TYPE AND LAND COVER/USE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM,
i
Error
I
`
Class i	 Category Symbol Description
P0..,P9 Stands ranging from re-Pine
generation to full
stocking sawtimber
" nak-Hickory 001,.09 it
Northern Hardwoods MO...M9 if
Asp-an AO ... A
%r Lowland Hardwoods E0..'E9 .t
Mixed Hardwoods K0... K^ I	 "
!.	 Conifor Swamps Q...Qn'
Spruze—Fir 50.. . s
Q
Lrcust
B0=
_=B9
1
Agriculture A Areas supporting agricul-
tural. crops
Treed Bog
B0 Adverse sites supporting
trees with more ti.an 10%
' crown cover
Upland,	 Lowla^,d B1.	 B4 Areas with brush of vari-
Brush able maturity and stock-
ing and trees of less
c than 10% crown cover
Hin  Scattered Trees T Areas supporting trees
'
NM with less than 10% crown
cover
'o
Urban U Urban areas without
trees or other brush
ve etation
Urban-Trees UT Urban areas with tree
^r vegetation
` Water-Marsh W Areas permanently or
r periodically covered
by standing water
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on the reference maps. Forested areas which had been harvested since the
compilation of the forest cover type map were also included in this category.
`i""Ile frequency and areal, extent of each type of error was determined
for each Landsat map. Areas were estimated using a cell grid having a 0,25
hectare (0.625 acre) cell. size. All values were rounded off to one decimal
place.
Three types of agreement or accuracy were calculated: interpretation,
classification and mapping. Interpretation agreement expresses the relative
proportion of the total forest area mapped from Landsat to the total refer-
ence (actual) forest area of the county without considering errors of omission
or commission. This type of accuracy is non-site specific and, therefore, is
useful, only if total area estimates are needed. Classification agreement ex-
presses the relative proportion of the actual, forest area that was correctly
a,	 mapped as forest front Landsat taking into account only the omission errors.
As such, it indicates how accurately individual forest tracts were identified
without considering the misinterpretation of non-forested areas :s Forests
(i.e., commission errors). Mapping agreement provides a measure of the loci-
tional or positional accuracy of the interpretation maps. It expresses the
relative proportion of the actual, forest area that was correctly mapped as
forest, taking into account both errors of omission and commission.
The accuracies achieved with each type of Landsat image are given in
table It. Overall, the accuracies ranged from 74.0 to 98.5 percent and were
higher for the winter scene than the fall scene. Mapping accuracy (which
has the greatest valijity) was the highest for the winter false-color com-
posite (88.3 percent), whereas the diazo enhancement of the fall scene im-
proved the mapping accuracy over the fall falser:.olor cAmpo6i,te. Considering
all types of accuracy, the winter false-color composite image provided the
most accurate forest map of the county, although a diazo enhanced image of
the winter scene may even further improve accuracy.
An investigation was made of the major factors affecting interpreta-
tion errors. A summary of the various interpretation errors by type of
Landsat image is presented in table III. Over 83 percent of all commission
and omission errors were boundary errors. The accuracy of identifying Indi-
vidual forest tracts from Landsat imagery (not considering their area) would,
therefore, be substantially higher than those presented in table It.
r:
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TABLE II, CLASSIFICATION, INTERPRET.V21011 AND :TAPPING ACREMENT BY TYPE
OF UNDSAT MWE.
T Y P w	 t) F	 L n !l D 5 A T	 I M rA C, E
:1acx-and-White ,.	 pTotal
Avn"aa:10.1t winter Color fall	 Color Winter Diaz':) ^'a..	 ..orastod
:,craage	 a Acreage 9	 Acroag0 4 Acr0ar4a ► 	 Ac roaqu
jClassification 56879.0	 95.0 51513..2 86,0	 55613.7
^
92.8 53571.9
R
39,3
i inter-rotation
r
56161.5	 89.5 61265.7 97.7	 1.1720.5 91.E	 ! 60751.9 93.5	 5599 ,6
_
Mappin7
l
568".9,0	 82.2 51513.2 114.0 I	 561.',.7 98.3 $3571.9 79.9	 1
TABLE M. EMOR SO OF INTERPRETATION PERFORu'vWCE BY TYPE OF L ANDSAT IMAGE
FOR BARRY COUNTY, MICHIGAN,
T y p Z 0 r	 t N 'I L O A T	 t M A 0 E
C"
7
1
n
N
ji
4 .i
i
^Yy
E
Mhtt•OlACwtmta
Htnter
;
Color tall color Hlnkar 41aso Call
^!rrequcncy Ao,eage rrnquency Aer0a0e rregllanvt ! AOrOege vre A,;reaie
""t Abe. 1 ?be, 6 Abe, 4 4bs, t Abe. t t,be. 1 1 Abe, t lbs. 1
11nundary 1255 86.A 7916.9 n6,1 1191 92,2 9111.9 93,11. 442 17.6 1 264).0 8).8 1127 76.1 6957.1 96.9
o
w
P,
1
IdentlltCatlOr Ile 11.2 1293.6 17.9 95 7.6 638.6 6.4 66 12,1 503.0 16.2 46 1.9 22216 3.1
u
Total 141) 100.0 9262.5 100.0 1291 100.0 9752.5 100.0 550 100,0 )106,8 100.0 1171 100.0 7160.0 100.0
boundary $91 90.6 2610.6 69.1 1017 85.6 7296.4 67.2 076 91.1 1796.8 89.1 916 86.0 5465.1 06.7
n
u
HentlflcAtion 60 7.7 726.2 10,2 172 14,4 1068.4 12.2 46 1,4 1 4650 10.1 122 14.0 01910 11.)
Total 651 100.0 2997,0 100.0 11109 100.0 1362.3 110.0 766 100,9 X4262.1 100.0 1014 100.0 5704.1 100.0
1 Tw-tl fusel acreages 59.876 acres,
?The acreage values re present the number of acres Incorrectly i..¢erpretsd. they are aepressed in acre In all subsequent tables
and oraphs,
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An analysis of the size of the error units showed that most areas
were lass than 4 hectares (10 acres) in size. 'Thus, if one is interested
only in mapping forestlands larger than 4 hectares, the accuracy achievable
may be improved.
Evaluation of the commission errors indicated that agricultural land
was the major component of error, followed by treed bogs, brushland and
urban trees. This was expected because of the high percent of boundary
error and agriculture being the major land use in the county. However,
accuracy may be improved if treed bogs and brushlands are considered forested
areas.
The frequency and area of misinterpreted forest cover type categories
(omission errors) were proportional to their occurrence in the county. Both
stocking level. (density) and stand size affected the interpretability of all
forest cover types. forest stands of lower stocking level and small stand
size were more often misinterpreted, however, stocking level contributed
mote to omission error than stand size.
The amount of time spent on interpreting each Landsat image, including
reSistration j training Anil interpretation, was recorded. The total time. re-
quired to map the forests of the county ranged from about 13 hours for the
winter color composite to 21 hours for the fall color composite.
Another factor considered was the availability of Landsat images for a
^.	 given season. All available Landsat images of the county taken between 1972
and 1980 were classified according to frequency and percent cloud cover. A
total of 186 Landsat images have been taken since 1972 and, of these, only
13 images (7 percent) have no cloud cover. Over 64 percent of all images
^ 	 and over 93 percent of the winter scenes have a cloud cover of more than 40
;t
percent. The availability of cloud-free winter images is definitely much
Lower than clear fall images.
This study found that accurate acreage estimates of forestlands can be
derived from Landsat imagery. The total forested area in .Barry County was
estimated to be within 3 percent of reference data, although site-specific
accuracies of the Landsat images ranged from 74.0% to 88.3%. The false-
color composite of the winter Landsat scene (with snow cover) provided the
most accurate Forest map and diazo enhancement improved the accuracy achiev-
able from the fall Landsat scene.
In light of the accuracy levels achieved, and considering the rela-
tive efficiency and availability of the technology, the Forest Management
Division, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, believes that Landsat-
derived forest statistics can provide a valuable supplement to current
forest resources data. It is also likely that Landsat can provide the
first level forest area statistics in the periodic forest surveys and be
used to up-date some of those statistics.
r
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A-2.	 A22lication of Remote Sensing for Assessment of Damage to Small
Grains Caused by the Cereal Loaf Beetle
Department of Entomology
Michigan State university
East i.ansing, Michigan 	 48824(517) 353-9081
Investigators from the Center for Remote Sensing, in collaboration
with faculty of the MSU Department of Entomology, conducted a small pilot
study a:tTed at ;incorporating information from remote sensing data into
` on-Line integrated pest management programs. 	 Objei^,tives of the study were
to evaluate remote sensing information as to its ability to provide cost-
effective information on the location, intensity and extent of crop damage
resulting from pests.	 Such information capabilities could lead to improved
crop loss evaluation systems and/or more effective pest control procedures.
The cereal leaf beetle is a pest of small grains in many Locations in
eastern North America.	 The beetle was accidentally introduced into Michigan
during the 1950'x.	 It has since spread from its initial introductory loca-
tion 	 er;	 ty	 far	 t	 w	 LT.t..	 .1G^S.I Ll (n17 CS; I:I CL7 Coun ty , Michigan)	 as LaL wes t as sou thern nJ.0n 4.oiZQ d.n to t.
eastern seaboard.	 This pest can cause variable levels of damage to small
grains.	 In some instances, losses have been estimated at 25 percent in oats.
Damage occurs to .leaves of the crop since the beetle adults and larvae feed
on the upper leaf surface and remove green tissue.
Faculty investigators chose an on-going field experimental plot to
test the remote detection capabilities of remote sensing. 	 This field con-
tained a replicated test of the effect of cereal leaf beetle on oats.
Plots were randomly assigned a treatment of cereal leaf beetle infestation,
moisture stress, cereal leaf beetle and moisture stress, and control plots.
An aerial photographic mission was then flown over the test plots in June
1980.
A densitometric analysis was made of the color-infrared film which
consisted of measuring transmittance through the individual dye layers of
the film. An analysis of variance was conducted on the individual measure-
ments and on ratios of the several dye layers. There were no significant
differences between any level of beetle infestation and control plots.
Water stress plots did show a significant difference from control plots and
this warrants further investigation.
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A-3: Remote Detection of X-Dismasa of beach and CharrLr Trues and of
Fire Blight of pear and Agele Trees
Department of Botany and :Plant Pathology
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 4$924(517) 355-4573
ir,• esrigators from the Center for Remote Sensing, in collaboration
with faculty of the MSU Department of Botany and Plant Pathology, con-
ducted a small pilot study aimed at incorporating information from remote
sensing data into on-line integrated disease management programs. Objec-
tives of the study were to evaluate remote sensing information as to its
ability to provide cost-effective information on the location, intensity
and extent of tree fruit damage resulting from diseases. Such information
capabilities could lead to improved crop loss evaluation systems and/or
more effective disease control procedures.
X-disease, caused by a mycoplasma, is a major problem in southwest
Michigan and in certain other areas of the state of Michigan. Infected
peach trees exhibit CnBTEiCte=a.stic .a.caL symptoms, f0,....»t)..,.... by defoliation,
death of individual scaffold branches and then death of entire trees.
Cherry trees often die in one or two seasons. The disease occurs over a
wide area of southwest Michigan and is the major disease problem at this
time. A method of rapidly determining disease incidence in individual
peach and cherry orchards is needed to establish the effectiveness of con-
trol procedures and for conducting research on disease spread.
Fire blight, caused by the bacterium Erwinia aMZlovora, is the major
disease problem faced by pear growers. Blight is also a problem on sus-
ceptible apple varieties. The disease causes loss of blossoms and fruit,
but its most serious effect is reduced future production due to destruction
of fruiting wood.
The objectives of this study were to determine the utility of aerial.
IR photography to detect disease infected trees in individual orchards
located in southwest Michigan. Faculty investigators identified sample
orchards which: 1) contain disease infected trees; 2) soave ground collected
data over several years; and 3) axe owned by individuals who were willing to
cooperate with the researchers. Actual flights were conducted during mid-
summer when the disease symptoms first began to appear.
20
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Investigators are currently an4lYZing the aerial photography to dater-
mine, the ability to identify and quantify the two disease complexes.
V
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A-4; Cron Areal c
M$U Agricultural. Experiment Station
M$U Department of Crop and Soil Sciencou
Michigan Agricultural Reporting Service
During August, 1980 the Canter for Remote Sonsing procured color-
infrared, 70mm aerial photography from a light aircraft over the MSU bean
and Beat Experimental Farm and two private farms, all in Saginaw County,
This demonstration flight was flown at the request of the MSU Agricultural
Experiment Station and the Department of Crop and Soil Science, and the
Michigan Agricultural Reporting Service,
Analysis of the acquired color-infrared aerial photography provided
bean acreage. estimates which were within a few percentage points of ground-
determined acreages. The official Michigan dry bean area forecasts, as
presently compiled, produce unacceptably high sampling errors. based on
the encouraging results from the Center's demonstration flight, the Michi-
gan Bean Commission is sponsoring additional research to develop remote
sensing techniques whereby presence procedures of predicting drop Acreages
can be revised so that percentages of error can be reduced appreciably,
thereby saving significant sums of money.
The Michigan Bean Commission has provided a $10,000 grant to the
Department of Resource Development, MSU, to support this applied research
effort. The Department of Resource Development, in cooperarion with tho
Center, will determine the usefulness and costs of aerial survey methods
for obtaining -gregata bean area estimates. lE successful,, these tech-
niques coi:ld be operationalized by the Michigan Bean Commission to provide
reliable crop-specific area estimates at reduced costa.
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A-3t Delimiting Areas of Virus Inf
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
(517) 355-4683
U.S. Department of Agriculture
:National Crape Cooperative
Michigan Blueberry Growers Association
During May 1,981, staff membars from the Center acquired close-range,
35mm color and color infrared transparencies of grape vines and blueberry
bushes which were propagated in the research greenhouses on campus. 	 Bx-
ampler of both healthy and diseased symptom-bearing individuals were
photographed.	 These slides provided a "first look" at the utility of
photography to detect peach rosetta mosaic virus in graph vines and blue-
berry shoestring virus in highbush 	 blueberries.	 Interpretation of this
imagery showed that in certain diseased individuals, subtle chlorosis or
leaf surface mottling was detectable on both film types but sli ghtly more
_
obvious on this color infrared photographs. 	 No examples of diseased but
symptomless plants were available for study. 	 This experiment was also com-
plicated by a probable nitrogen deficiency in some of the plants photographed
which prodtaced additional stress symptoms.
Peach rosette mosaic virus, to which Michigan's $10 million per annum
Concord grape crop is particularly susceptible, has cost the growers tens
of millions of dollars over the last thirty years. 	 In highbush blueberries,
which contribute; about $25 million each year to the state's economy, the
blueberry shoestring virus causes annual losses of ^Nbout $3 million. 	 Both
of these diseases have a multi-year dormant, symptomless period prior to
the time visual symptoms appear.	 These infectious, symptomless plants make
control of these diseases particularly difficult.
It is envisioned that remotely sensed imagery may be able to dis-
criminate between healthy, diseased symptomless and symptom-bearing grape
vines and blueberry bushes.	 If successful, this application of remote
Y	
t sensing will provide an effective, fast and relatively inexpensive procedure
^. for growers to assess the true extent of infection within their fields and
move completely control these devastating diseases,
23
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During the upcoming growing seasoa, large-scale color and color infra-
red 70mm aerial imagery will be acquired of rest fields near Lawton (graces),
Holland (blueberries) and West Olive (blueberries), Michigan, Extensive
ground truth information in these test plots will also be collected in-
cluding ground-based and aerial tower photography (color, CIR and multiband)
and botanical sampling, Extremely accurate laboratory procedures are
available (ELISA testing) to detect the presence of either of these two
diseases in cut samples of the plants providing precise control for our
tests nk remotely-sensed data,
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Section B: C0ATR.ACTUAL SBRVICES
The Center for Remote Sensing has been providing technical services
since 1973 under contractual arrangements for public and private agencies
which do not need remote sensing-derived information or analysis/evaluative
processes frequently enough to justify establishing their own specialized
technical staf^a with the basic equipment, imagery resources and other
logistical means. Those agencies that do have regular need for remote
sensing personnel and processes and attempt to set up their own remote
sensing laboratories (such as state departments of transportation) have
either to try to recruit qualified technicians from a very limited market
or arrange for training for their own personnel already on board.
The MSU Center has been able to ihelp public and private agencies by
serving, under contractual agreements, as consultants, to provide whatever
remote sensing services may be needed..... from at;quiring required magery>
doing the necessary interpretation, plotting, evaluating, preparing needed
cartographic formats, developing computer software and analysis routines,
etc. The Center is also able to provide training for industrial groups
(like foresters), for Cooperative Extension Service specialists, for busi-
ness personnel groups and for public agency personnel. Many of these kinds
of service experiences generate further requests for assistance.
During this 1984-81 reporting year, four contractual units were coi*
pleted:
B-1 Important Farmlands Inventory
B-2: Statewide sand Cover Mapping from Landsat
B-3: Delineation of Possible Crop Stress Due to Excessive
Soil Chlorides
B-4: Michigan High Priority Sand Dune Areas Land Use Change
Analysis
r-
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Case B-1, an inventory of important farmlands in a group of Michigan
counties, is a continuing commission from the USDA Soil Conservation Service
in force for several years whereby contracts are offered to the CRS at
approximately yearly intervals to inventory additional blocks of five or
more counties. Presumably, these contractual assignments will continue
until all of the 83 Michigan counties will. have been analyzed.
25
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Case B-2 was commissioned by the Michigan Department of Transportation
(DOT) to develop processes whereby available black-and-white imagery could
be color-enhanced to produce sharper contrasts for land cover identifica-
tion which could be more rapidly identified, delineated and digitized as
inputs to the geographic information system of DOT. The products of the
study were accepted as Cully satisfactory for the agency's purposes.
Case B-3 was commissioned by the Dow Chemical, Company which needed a
reliable basis for determining the legitimacy of claims for crop loss and
the amount of compensation, if needed, for crops damaged by alleged leaks
in a brine pipeline. The CRS delivered the full, information for which it
was commissioned.
Case B-4 involved a contract from the Michigan Geological Survey Divi-
sion to detect and classify land use changes over a 15-year period within
the barrier dune formations of Michigan's high priority sand dude resources,
Intrusions of residential and recreational land uses and activities have
generated serious modifications and damage to the ecological structure of
many areas of such fragile, unique resource areas. The resulting tabula-
tions of information are being used by the state to establish revised
priorities for the lands purchase program in the continuing efforts to
preserve these dwindling precious resources.
These four commissioned studies do represent a tide variety of sub-
jects, Yet they do offer certain similarities in that they were routine
inventorying of the condition and characteristics of different conditions
of terrain. Each of these studies were conducted at the request and ini-
tiation of the user agencies; and, as in the past, none of these were
solicited by the Center ..... all were requests from users who viewed remote
sensing as the best, if not the only, means for obtaining the neededinfor-
mation. The accomplishment of these interesting four studies has advanced
the technical capabilities and versatility of the Center staff; have added
to the reputation and image of the Center as a highly reliable and produc-
tive operation. The Center principals are pleased to have been able to
serve effectively important groups and agencies in Michigan and at the
federal. level.
r
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A-l: Short Course in Remote Sensing, for Forest Inventory
During the 1973-74 period, the MSU Remote Sonsi.ng Project conducted
a study of the full territory of Mason Co%;i..,ty, Michigan at the request of
the reason County Soil Conservation Service and an industrial timber har-
vesting and wood products firm for their use in locating merchnnti.ble timber
within economic haul of processing plants and in delineating the limits of
ownership parcels. Both private and public forested bracts were analyzed.*
As a follow-up on that endeavor, a group of industrial and public
agency foresters, operating in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, requested
the conduct of a short course on the application of remote sensiictg for in-
ventorying forest resources with emphasis on the use of color-infrared
photography.
In October 1980, the Center for Remote Sensing, in cooperation with
Lifelong Education Programs and the Department of 'forestry, conducted a
three-day short course on the application of remote sensing for forest in-
ventories at Bay De Noc Community College in Escanaba, Michigan.
i14
	
	 This introductory short course was designed for practicing foresters
who utilize and/or are familiar with aerial photography. The course :focused
on the use of medium-scale (1:24 ) 000) color infrared aerial photography to
map forest cover types. Specific topics included a review of basic prin-
ciples of stereoscopy, photometrics and elements of airphoto interpretation,
the characteristics and interpretation of color infrared rhotography and the
application of airphoto interpretation of ,forest resources. One half-day
session was devoted to field verification of an interpretation exercise.
Of the twenty participants who attended the short course, 11 were in-
dustrial foresters, one was an employee of the Gogebic County Forestry Com-
mission and eight were from various offices of the U.S. Forest Service.
Comments from these participants indicated that the course was a total success.
Many felt that the techniques learned will allow them to gain more information
from imagery, cut down on field work and make their inventory procedures more
cost-effective.
*This Mason County study has been reported in three fromats: a) as a special,
summary package report; b) as an item in the 1973 and 1974 semi-annual re-
ports; and c) as a separately published complete report (1974).
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B-2; Installation of Landsat Digital Processing System
Personnel from the Center for Remote Sensing and the Earth Resources
Data Analysis Systems, Inc. (ERDAS) have completed the installation of the
ERDAS micro-computer system. The Michigan State University Agricultural
Experiment Station provided $50,000 in funding to the Center for Remote
Sensing for the purchase of the ERDAS system. The ERDAS system features
both ^j grld-bused geographic information software package and a Landsat
digital analysis software package. Faculty and staff of Michigan State
will utilize the ERDAS system for future research and application projects
funded under the NASA grant.
The ERDAS system is a stand-alone computer system based around a
2-80 Central Processing Unit (CPU), supporting ASSEMBLER, BASIC, FORTRAN
and PASCAL programming languages. Other hardware includes dual double den-
sity, double sided floppy disk drives, a joystick cursor control, CRT,
matrix printer and RGB color monitor. The ERDAS system is interfaced with
Michigan State's Control Data Corporation Cyber 750 mainframe computer to
offar maximum data pro cessing flexibility.
The Landsat software package is a modular interactive system permit-
ting color display of a 240 by 256, three band, .false color image of a
user selected subscene. The Landsat software includes supervised training
site selection, visual enhancement, haze correction, maximum likelihood
classification and unsupervised classification. Output is in the .Corm of
a color display and computer line printer maps.
The IMGRID geographic information system is a menu driven, interactive
grid based software system with a 512 by 480 color display. Designed to al-
low the user to yasily integrate Landsat data into a geographic data base
with other nai.ural resource data such as soils, topography, etc., the IMGRID
system FallowG the user to store and access natural resource information,
provide rapid access and analysis capabilities and to create and evaluate
alternative scenarios for resolution of land management issues. IMGRID
output is in the form of color display and computer line printer maps.
28
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r B-3: IMAGE 2 Software Developed
MSU's Center for Remote Sensing (CRS) has developed version 2.0 of
the IMAGE Manipulation and Geographic Evaluation System, IMAGE 2 is a soft-
ware package for the supervised classification of Landsat multispectral
scanner data which is a Dart of the Center's technical aid in support of
faculty and student research at Michigan State.
IMAGE 2 software provides students with an opportunity to learn the
,fundamental concepts of digital image processing and analysis through "hands-
on" experience. The IMAGE 2 package consists of  BASIC language computer
programs which are accessed through IMAGES, a Fortran language program that
serves as an interface between the user and MSU's interactive system. The
flow of information through the image processing system is shown on the
following figure (Figure I). The functions of the individual programs con-
sist of: CNUT--reformats any EDIPS BIL or BSQ CCT for use on MSU's CDC
Cyber 750; IMAGES--a ,file handling routine which Loads and executes user-
selected IMAGE 2 software modules; SUBIMG--selects a subset from a refor-
matted disk file of the original Landsat scene; GREY--generates a computer
line printer "gray scale" map of a user-selected Landsat band; TRAIN--
selectsrectangular areas to serve as training sets in a supervised clas-
sification; TEST--selects rectangular test sites to access the classifica-
tion accuracy; SPCCTRL--computes and outputs co-spectral plots for each
training set; CLASIFY--a minimum distance classifier utilizing a maximum
distance limit; and ACCNT--which selectively reviews or deletes subimages,
training sets or test sets.
The IMAGE 2 package has recently been incorporated into the MSU De--
partment of Geography's course in advanced remote sensing.
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S-4: Informational Programs
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Michigan State Remote Sensing Newsletter
The Center began producing a quarterly newsletter (the first edition
was March 1981) which is distributed principally in-state. The pur-
pose of the newsletter is to keep state, regional and local decisioa-
makers informed about new remote sensing capabilities and applications
and to reach new potential users.
SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM is intended to keep CRS investigators and others interested
in remote sensing and its applications up-to-date on current news in
the field. In SPECTRUM we attempt to brief readers on such things
as upcoming meetings, workshops and seminars; staff travel; planned
flights, etc. SPECTRUM is not: released on a planned schedule—only
as it is timely.
Seminar Series
The following seminars were sponsored by the Center during the re-
porting period:
"Remotely Sensed Multispectral Scanner Data--A Tool for
Soil. Surveys"
Marion Baumgardner
Purdue University
"Dow Corning's Conversion to Wood Energy"
Phil Sworden
Dow Corning Corporation
"Geological Remote Sensing From Satellite Data"
Bob Vincent
Geospectra Corporation
"Direct Read-Out Meterological Satellite Programs--Past,
Present and Future"
Ralph Taggart
Michigan State University
"Space Shuttle"PLiving in Space"
Daniel Tuzinowski
National Air and Space Museum
"Satellite Remote Sensing in the 1980 1s"'
Roy Welch
University of Georgia
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rSection 0: GENERAL MISSIONS A C C 0 M P L I S 11 4 D
Ilia highest and first priority missions of the Center are those of
experimental research enterprises which test the utility of remote sensing
technology for deriving crucial information needed for addressing effec-
e
	 tively issues of high concern to society and its multiplicity of institu-
tions. These kinds of missions curried out during the reporting year are
described in Section "A" of this document, of secondary priority are
those missions performed for public and private institutions at their
C
	 request and for which service they reimburse at least direct costs and
many payments include coverage of estimated indirect costs (utilities, use
of equipment and furnishings, administration/supervision), These "contrac-
tual services" executed for 1580-81 are reported under the pr4ceding
Section "B."
Both of the "A" and "B" categories of missions are more or less carried
on simultaneously by different teams of research staff and faculty scien-
tists. Staff principals perform the many roles within supervision and
management and, in so doing, are overseeing all of the on-going activities,
But, in addition to these dynamics, they are directing the inevitable
array of daily tasks, such as responding to requests for information,
materials (particularly imagery, maps, etc.) and assistance in application
methods and interpretation,
Need for organizational training programs is an ever-present expres-
sion, but for which response cannot be provided without user-participants
paying for costs incurred. With deteriorating fiscal constraints on every
institution, the availability of funds for training short courses has be-
come severely curtailed. It is most unfortunate that special funding for
multi-level training cannot be obtained whereby agency and firm staffs
can be progressively enabled to work with wider and deeper elements of
remote sensing technology.
n
	
	
Interspersed with these research application and contractual units,
training and informational services, the Center staff members are steadily
laboring at strengthening their individual and team expertise which be-
comes the collective expertise of the Center for ultimate transference to
faculty, students and agency personnel. These efforts are never-ending;
32
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they must be continually carried forward as gaps of time, energy and momen-
tum accommodate. j
Two of these kinds of missions are reported in this section, namely
C-2 0
 Installation of Landsat Digital Processing System, and C-3, Image 2
Software Developed. Subsequent to this yeer being reported, activities
in this category of expanding and strengthening the expertise of the Center
in the skilled use of the newer emergent data sets and the computer-
assisted means for eliciting maximum information from them and providing
unequalled capabilities for comparative experimentation for the formulation
u
	
of significant findings of high social and economic potential value have
been advanced considerably. The "Introduction" section of this report
addresses this point more fully in a different context.
The last unit reported herein, "C-4," is a collective synoptic report
on a miscellany of information services which are considered by the Center
principals as being a most important mission.
C-1: Important Farmlands Inventcr
r
Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Agriculture
1405 South Harrison Road
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
Contracts: 1. April. 1979-December 1979
$20,000
2. February 1980-September 1980
$21,500
3. June 1980-,Tune 1981$27,430
4. March 1981-December 1981
$17,060
The Center for Remote Sensing is continuing work uMer contract with
the Soil Conservation Service in preparation of Important Farmlands maps 	 j
for counties in Michigan. A total, of twenty-five counties are covered by 	 (;
the four contracts. The mapping involves the delineation of prime soil
(U.S. Department of Agriculture, Secretary's memorandum number 1827, re-
vised, October 30, 1978) areas from soil survey information and the iden-
tificntion of uniq ue farmland. water and urban built-up areas from aerial
photography. Unique farmlands are lands other than those designated prime
that are used for the production of specific high-value food and fiber
crops (e.g., tree and bush fruits, vineyards and vegetables).
The information is compiled onto a 1:50,000 base map of each county
and area statistics per category are determined. The Important Farmland
maps are being produced under the Land Inventory and Monitoring (LIM) pro-
gram of the U.S. Dp partment of Agriculture.
t
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C-2: Statewida Lund Cover Ma22ing From Landeat
t
Michigan Department of Transportation
State Highway Building
Lansing, Michigan 48933
(517) 373-2090
Contract; $1,760
I
The MSU Center for Remote Sensing produced diazo-enhanced Landsat
images for the entire state of Michigan under a $1,760 purchase agree-
ment with the Michigan Department of Transportation (MIDOT). Black-and-
white 185mm positive tran®parencies For 23 Landsat nominal canters are
being enhanced for land cover identification by means of diazo density-
specified false-color composites. MIDOT personnel, used this enhanced
imagery to map forest, urban, agricultural and other lands onto stable-
base copies of 1:250,000 scale USGS quadrangles using a precision rear
projection system at the Center. These delineated data will be digitized
and entered into the MIDOT computer system to provide an initial statewide
data base. This data base will be used to test computer system capabilities
and data output products for broad planning purposes as a precursor to
developing a statewide geographic information system.
35
C-3; Delineation of Possible Cro p Stress Due to Excess Soil Chlorides
Dow Chemical USA
Michigan Division
Midland, Michigan 48640(sly ) 686-6527
Contract; $1,000
In September 1980, Center staff acquired large-scale 70mm color and
color infrared photographs of four small agricultural sites which ware
suspected of having been damaged by leaks in a brine, pipeline. The photo-
graphy was interpreted to delineate several, zones of varying crop vigor and
soil moisture conditions. These categories were chosen as being potentially
useful for assessing the impacts of excessive chlorides in the soil and
included 1) apparently healthy soybeans predominant, 2) scenesced soybeans
predominant, 3) mixed cover of soybeans; and open dry soil, 4) mixed cover
of soybeans and open wet sail, 3) open dry soil, and 6) open wet soil. A
map of these delineated categories was prepared at a scale of 1;1,200
(1 ,1 :100 1 ) and the acreage of each class was calculated using a high-density
dot grid. The map and photographs were delivered to Dow Chemical for their
use in _1eterminin& the legit'macy of cl .tom... f	 loss	 d	 r..a	 ..^...,	 7	 ai+r.a Lri crop oss situ the iiil^l[lI'1L of
compensation, if any.
tr
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C-4. Michigan's High Priorit Sand Duns Areas Land Use Change Anal sis
S,,. tudy
Geological Survey Division
Michigan Department of Natural Resources
Stevens T. Mason Building
Lansing, Michigan 48933(517) 373.3325
Contract; $9,200
The Center for Remote Sensing, under a $9,200 contract from the
Michigan Department of Natural Resources, completed a study to detect
and classify land use changes over the past 15-year period within the
barrier dune formations of Michigan's high priority sand dune areas.
The study areas are dune environments within two miles of the Great Lakes'
shorel4 ne that have been designated by the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources, as mandated by the "Sand Dune Protection and management Act"
(Act No. 222, P.A. 1976). About 22 square miles (14,161 acres or 5,735
hectares) of the Lake Michigan sand dune shoreline wars analyzed.
The specific objectives of the study were,
a. To identify and delineate on acetate overlays all present
(1978) developed and undeveloped Land (2.5 acres or more
in size) within the barrier, dune formations (utilizing
1975, 1.:24,000 1 color infrared aerial photographs).
b. To identify and delineate on acetate overlays the pat-
tern of developed/undeveloped :land at an earlier time
(utilizing 1963 to 1967, 1.20,000 or 1.15,840, black-
and-whi,te panchromatic aerial photography).
c. To compare: the past and present developed/undeveloped land
to determine the location and sextant of land development
since the 1963 to 1967 time window.
The study showed than less than one-fifth (18.0 percent) of this 22
square mile aggregate sensitive environmental zone has been developed to
date. The results of the change-detection analysis show that 754 acres of
new land development has occurred on these dunes since 1963. Although this
represents only 5.3 percent of the total dune study area, it reveals that
29.6 percent of all presently developed land became converted in Just the
last 15 years. The greatest development pressure on these barrier dunes
results from continuing expansion of residential land uses. All other land
use conversions combined constituted less than 15 percent of the dune land
conversions in the study area since. 1963.
37
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Determining the magnitude and location of these land use changes
within the sand dune area will allow the stank to prioritize ite acquisi-
tion program of preserving unique dune environments.
n
Section D: IN FORMATI O H A L S U M M it It Y -- Update of Quan f,i-
tative Information on Center Operations
The 1979 Annual Progress Report included for the first time a sectioni
which has since become a standard component of annual reporting, Reference
.`	 is made here to the "Informational Summary," a systematic tabulation of
specified data about cumulative features and accomplishments of the Center
for Remote Sensing, including those elements carried on with NASA grant
funds and those with other funding resources$
The categories of reported information were specified by the University
Applications Program of NASA. This up-date includes the period of time up
through May 31, 1981 and consists of the following categories:
Category One:	 Projects Conducted with NASA Grant Fu:,tds
i`	 Category Two-(a): NASA-Funned Projects by Cooperating Agency
Category Two-(b): NASA-Funded Projects by Data Sourze
Category 'Three:	 All Other Funning Received
Category Four:	 Commercial Spin-Offs from NASA-Funded Projects
Category Five-(a): Educat,lonal Activities
Category Five-(b): Number of "Remote Sensing" Courses Offered
on Campus and Enrollments
Category Six:	 Agency Contacts
Category Seven:	 Consultations with the Center Personnel--An
Approximation
1
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Section D: I N F 0 R M A T 1 0 N A L S U M M A R Y -- Update of quanti-
tative Informotion on Center Operations
Category One: PROJECTS CONDUCTED WITH NASA GRANT FUNDS
1. M-14 Highway Environmental Impact Assessment (Michigan Department of
State Highways and Transportation; 1972): Remote sensing data from
high and medium altitude photography provided information on land use,
vegetation, soils, and hydrologic characteristics of a proposed high-
way corridor in Washtenaw County which provided the bases for assess-
ing the potential environmental impact of this highVAY construction.
The MDSHT subsequently adopted procedures for route location deter-
minations based on remote sensing techniques and the findings of the
M-14 research.
2. Pte. Mouillee Waterfowl Habitat Assessment (Michigan Department of
Natural Resources; 1972- •73): Wetland vegetative communities and
shoreline erosion in a marsh area on Lake Erie were mapped using
remote sensing data from high, medium, and Low altitude photography.
Recommendations were made, in collaboration with the DNR, for im-
proving marsh management, alleviating erosion, and reclaiming land
lost through erosion. Many of these measures were progressively
implemented, such as purchase of adjoining land for expanded habitat.
3. Upper Kalamazoo River Basin Inventory (Soil Conservation Service; 1973):
The first extensive Michigan land cover/use inventory from NASA high
altitude CIR photography was prepared for a 2,590 sq. km . (1,000 sq.
mi.) area of the river basin.. SCS used the information in analyzing
wildlife habitats and wetlands from which specific management prior-
ities and county recommendations were identified.
4. Michigan Department of State Hi ghways and Transportation Environmental
Inventory (MDSHT; 1973): NASA RB-57 imagery and technical assistance
in photo interpretation were provided to MDSHT as the Department im-
plemented remote sensing procedures (developed under the M-14 highway
project) for assessing the environmental impact of four proposed high-
way corridors. MDSHT now operationally uses remote sensing procedures
and has contracted aerial survey firms to acquire new imagery.
5. Tri-County Regional Planning Commission Land Use Update (TCRPC; 1973):
NASA RB-57 imagery and technical assistance in photo interpretation
were provided to Commission personnel for updating a 1965 land use
inventory. A spin-off occurred in 1976 when the MSU Project prepared
a land use inventory for the three-county area under a contract from
TCRPC.
40
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6. Michigan Land Cover/Use Classification System (Michigan Department of
Natural Resources; 1974): RSV personnel helped develop a four-level
statewide land cover/une classification system based an remote sensing
as the primary data source. The system was operationally tested by
the RSP using a variety of remote sensing data which resulted in
several categorical changes. The classification system has been in
use by the DNR and other agencies as a standard operational routine
over since.
7. Kent County Land Resource InCoriiiationjystem (West Michigan Regional
Planning Commission; 1974): Land use data was derived from aerial
photos and encoded for use in a computer information system being
developed by the 1*11M. The system has been expanded to cover the
entire nine-county region and the MIRPO contracted private firms to
provide aerial photo coverage and land use data for Its region.
8. Mason County Forest Inventory (West Michigan Regional Planning Commis-
sion, Mason County Soil Conservation District, and Packaging Corpora-
tion of America; 1974): Forests were classified into species groups',
stocking levels and maturity classes from high-altitude CIR imagery,
The forest information is being used by wood procLirement firms to
locate marketable timber and by SCS in establishing forest management
cooperatives. The study helped the Michigan DNR secure funding sup-
port from 21 private forest industries for statewide CIR photo coverage.
9. Retention of Agricultural Land in WaXne^ounty (Wayne County Planning
Commission and Cooperative Extension Service; 1974): NASA RB-57 imagery
and photo interpretation training were provided to WCPC staff who then
prepared agricultural and open land use maps. The maps were used to
identify lands which were zoned for retention in agricultural or open
space use in five townships that fri nge the Detroit 'Me tropolitan area.
Three townships amended master development plans to implement these
decisions. Litigations have delayed amending zoning ordinances to
conform to plans.
10. Grand Traverse County Special Environments Inventory (Michigan Depart-
ment of State Highways and Transpottation and Traverse Bay Regional
Planning Commission; 1974): Personnel of the RSP and the XDSHT jointly
developed a 24-category land use and 34-category special environments
inventory from CIR imagery and a computer information system for the
County. The system was used in selecting a site for an industrial park.
and in locating optimal low environmental impact highway corridors.
11. Implementation of Michigan Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act
(Antrim County Planning Department; 1974): CIR imagery provided an
expeditious, legally acceptable means for evaluating the site con-
struction plans required in earth-change operations and for detect-
ing potential violations of the Act.
41
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12. Charlevoix County Land Value ApL)raisal (Charlevoix County Equalization
Department; 1975): NASA RB-57 imagery and photo interpretation train-
Ing were provided to Department personnel. Land cover maps of the
major islands in the county located in Lake. Michigan were prepared and
used In reassessing all property valuations by the 00partmOnts
13. Antrim County Abandoned Vehicle Inventory (Antrim County Planning De-
partment; 1975): Abandoned vehicles in the County were identified
from CIR imagery and the inventory results ware used by the Depart-
meat to direct junk vehicle removal activities.
14. Optimizing Agri-Business Processing Plant Location (Wickes Agriculture;
1975): All tillable land within Gratiot County was identified from
NASA RB-57 and Skylab imagery. Using this information and soils data,
a computer routine generated potential crop productivity estimates for
alternative crop processing plant sites and service areas and confirmed
a location for a new plant.
15. Assessment of Recreation Potential for Backeountry Rivers (U.S. Forest
Service and MSU Department of Geography; 1975) , Interpretation of
aerial photography provided a range of information necessary for an
assessment of the recreational potential of the Pine River in the
Manistee National Forest. Photo-derived data for 38 variables were
integrated with float survey data and weighted in relation to 16
potential recreational uses by a computer routine.
16, Aerial Detection of Stressed City Trees (City of Lansing Parks & Recrea-
tion Department; 1975): The interpretation of large-scale 35 mm CIR
transparencies provided a 35 percent increase in the detection of total
number of stressed trees as compared to the number detected by conven-
tional eye-level. surveys. Photo interpretation, in turn, missed de-
tecting some stress observed on the ground, indicating that remote
sensing can supplement but not replace conventional techniques.
^ t
Soil Sciences; 1975):
excessive rainfall
mm photos. Photo-
made by a crop in-
orate method for de-
17. Crop Damage Assessment (MSU Department of Crop and
Three levels of damage to a navy bean field due to
were identified and quantified from large-scale 35
based yield estimates were compared with estimates
surance representative and were found to be an acc,
termining an equitable settlement.
18. Survey and Analysis of the Detroit Riverfront (Wayne County Planning
Commission * State of 11ichigan Department of Commerce, and Department
of Natural Resources; 1975-76): As a component of a multi-agency
task force study, the MSU/RSP completed inventories of marinas, nature
and extent of industrial uses of river-abutting land including material
stockpiles, plus all other land and water uses. Data gained from NASA
RB-57 imagery and RSP-acquired low-altitude 35 mm, color photos
demonstrated current conditions and provided useful information for
Y4
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determining the development potential of 37 miles of riverfront.
Specific recommendations were made by the task force. Fifteen sets
(20-40 slides) of the 35 mm photos have been purchased by public and
private agencies.
19. Energy Park Site Selection (Consumers Power, Detroit Edison, BRIM and
MSU Department of Agricultural Engineering; 1975): The physical char-
acteriaties of seven potential energy park sites were derived from
NASA 10-57 imagery supplemented by 35 mm oblique photos. The infor-
mation was evaluated to determine which site was best suited for agri-
cultural and aquacultural applications of waste heat.
20. Tnventory of Potential Mosquito Breedinc Sites for Vector Control
(City of Lansing Vector Control Section; 1975-76): All standing
water and wetlands in the Lansing area were mapped from 70 mm
aerial photos acquired by the RSP. The maps indicate 33 percent
more potential mosquito breeding sites than previously known and
are operationally used as the primary reference document by .field
treatment teams.
21. Inventory of Surface Water Accessible to Fire Trucks (Antrim County
Planning and Fire Departments; 1975-77): Surface water locations,
potential access sites for recharging fire truck water supplies, and
physical limitations to recharging were identified from 1:36,000 CIR
photos. Township maps and computer listings of the information are
used by firemen to locate the closest suitable water source and ac-
cess point from the site of a fire.
22. Agricultural-Use Valuation (Eaton County Equalization Department, West
Michigan Regional Plannitg Commission and Kent County Equalization
Department; 1975-76): A computer- assisted farmland appraisal system
which utilizes remotely sensed land use data was developed for two
townships. The RSP has subsequently prepared farmland appraisal
computer maps for all of Eaton County on a cost-reimbursable basis.
23. Search for Buried Murder Victims in Berrien County (Office of the
Prosecuting Attorney, County of Berrien; 1976): A variety of aerial
imagery and real-time thermal data were used to identify possible
murder victim burial sites on a suspect ,farm. The information pro-
vided documentation for securing a search warrant and facilitated
a systematic and efficient search of the property by State Police
teams; however, no bodies were recovered.
24.
Map Sources (Bendix Aerospace Systems u;tvision; 1976): The RSP and
Bendix jointly developed a procedure to ;serge photo-derived land use
data with computer-categorized Landsat data in order to maximize ef-
fective use of both data sources in the provision of an integrated
information system for regional analysis. The procedure was subse-
quently used in a three-county land use inventory performed under
contractual funds.
F
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I 25. Resource Analysis Program--RAP (Tri-County Regional Planning Commission;
1976-77): RAP, a grid-based computer mapping system, was developed for
integration, comparative analysis, and display of remotely sensed data
and other natural resource information. The RAP system has been used
In several townships, four counties, and one foreign country for map-
ping projects conducted with contractual funds.
26.	 Analysis of Biomass of Old Field Ecosystems Used for Waste Water Re-
^lin	 (MSU Institute of Water Research , 1976):	 Large-scale 35 mm
CIR photos were used to estimate plant biomass of experimental plots
in an old-field ecosystem that was being treated with different levels
of sewage treatment waste-water. 	 The method accurately estimated plant
biomass as early as one month before harvest-, is more accurate and cost-
efficient, and demonstrates a real potential in the improvement of man-
agement of waste-water irrigation projects.
27.	 Preservation of the Grand Mere Dune Environment (Grand Mere Association;
1-976-77):	 The loss of dune vegetative cover between 1970 and 1976 due
to Off-Road-Vehicle
	
ORV) activities was determined by a temporal
analysis of aerial photography.	 This study led to an ORV enforcement
program, initiated under a special appropriation of funds for the
township police department, which has subsequently reversed vegeta-
tive recession.
28.	 Muskegon Sand Mining Inventory (Michigan Department of Natural Resources;
1977):	 A procedure to inventory and monitor sand mining operations using
existing aerial imagery and specifically acquired 70 Dim photos was de-
veloped.	 The procedure is being used in implementing the Michigan Sand
Dune Protection and Management Act (1976) under contractual arrangements
between the DNR and the RSP.
1 9.	 Re-Evaluation of the 1-69 HighwaX Corridor (Citizens Concerned About 1-69,
1978):	 The selection of a corridor for the extension of Interstate High-
way 69 in central Michigan has been challenged by the Citizen's group.
Two major issues are involved in the discussion of alternative corridors:
the loss of prime farmlands and the effect on wetlands. 	 A land cover
map of the area in question from NASA high-altitude CIR Imagery, was 	 4provided to the Citizen's group to assist them in formulating their
arguments.	 The issue is currently being decided in the courts.
30.	 Mosquito Control in Saginaw and Bay Counties (Saginaw-Bay Mosquito Con-
trol Commission; 1978):	 Information on potential mosquito habitats
and residential areas derived from aerial photography has been used by
the SBMCC to prioritize treatment areas and formulate operational
strategies for the control of early season Aedes mosquitoes.
31.	 Identification of Wild Areas in Southern Lower Michigan (Kichigan Depart-
ment of Natural Resources; 1978):	 The RSP has developed a procedure
to identify "wild areas" using Landsat and aerial imagery in a multi-
werestage process.	 Environmental characteristics of candidate sites i
i
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interpreted from photos and used in a grading system to determine a
final point value for each area. The Michigan DNR is using this in-
formation to identify sites which they will recommend for dedication
as natural preserves.
32. Identification of Stood Energy Resources in Central Michigan (Morbark
Industries, Inc., Dow-Corning Corporation, Consumers Power Company
and Wolverine Electric Cooperative; 1978-79): Landsat imagery, sup-
v'	 plemented by NASA RB-57 and other aerial photography, was used to
determine the location, extent and biomass of non-commercial timber
resources in a candidate multi-county supply area. The information
was used in determining that a wood-chip burning electric power
generating plant is ,feasible.
33. The Impacts of Pi peline Construction on Stream and Wetland Environ-
ments (Michigan Public Service Commission; 1978-79): Analysis of
temporal aerial photos was conducted to assess environmental (par-
ticularly drainage alteration) impacts of existing gas and oil pipe-
Une crossings of streams and wetlands. While most "damages" were
found to be non-pipeline related, improper construction techniques
were found to cause damage to these fragile ecosystems.
34. 'Identification of Hazardous Waste Disposal Sites (Michigan Department
of Natural Resources; 1979-80): Time-sequential maps of areas around
specified chemical plants were coutpiled from historical and current
aerial photography (1938-1979). These maps,, along with new large-
"	 scale color, aerial, photography, will be tested by the DNR to deter-
mine their effectiveness at locating critical disposal sites.
35. Integrated Pest Management Systems (Departments of Botany and Plant
Pathology and Entomology, Michigan State University; On-going): CRS
investigators, in collaboration with MSU faculty, are investigating
damage distribution assessment and biomass loss to small grains
caused by the cereal leaf beetle. If detection and analysis appear
successful, a county transect inventory will be attempted. These
results should provide immediate input to the state's on-going disease
control program. A similar study is being conducted over orchards
which are suffering from :l-disease or fire blight.
36. Analysis of Landsat Data in Updating Forest Inventories (Cooperative
Extension Service and Packaging Corporation of America; 1980):
Center investigators have designed and tested an updating procedure
using Landsat data (CCT's, black-and-white imagery and diazo com-
posites) to detect and identify changes in the forest since the
original inventory. This procedure may provide the only cost-
effective method available to update existing forest mappinginven-
tories.
37. Forest Area Determination from Landsat Data (Michigan Department of
k	 Natural Resources; 1979-1980); An assessment of Landsat data products
r ,	 (i.e., individual black-and-white MSS images, conventional, false-color
composite images, RBV data and computer classified MS5 digital data)
was conducted to evaluate their suitability for identifying and esti-
mating the areas of woodlots in the southern Lower Peninsula of Michi-
gan. The DNR will use the results as a basis for planning an opera-
tional Landsat monitoring system.
46
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38. Landeat-Ba sed Pipeline Routing Decisions (Michigan Public Service
Commission; 1980); Analysis of Landsat MSS imagery was used to pro-
duce current land cover maps of the eastern one-half of the northern
Niagaran Trend region of Michigan. The MPSC is using this information
as a basis for recommendations of the right-of-way routes which would
minimize adverse environmental impac ts of pipeline construction.
39. Crop Area Estimation (MSU Agricultural Experiment Station, MSU Depart-
ment of Crop and Soil Science and Michigan Agricultural Reporting
Service; 1980): Color-infrared, 70mm aerial photography from a light
aircraft was acquired over the MSU Bean and Beet Experimental Farm.
Analysis of the aerial photography provided bean acreage estimates
which were within a few percent of ground-determined acreages. Addi-
tional research is being sponsored to develop operational procedures
for predicting crop acreages,
40. Estimation of Soil Map Unit Composition (So il Conservation Service
and Michigan Department of Agriculture; on-going): Electronic scanning
equidensitometry of existing aerial photography is being investigated
as a means of rapidly providing estimates of mapping unit composition.
These methods are being evaluated for inclusion in current soil survey
procedures.
41. Delimiting Areas of Virus Infection in Vineyards and Blueberry Fields
(National, Grape Cooperative and Michigan Blueberry Growers Associa-
tion; on-going): CRS investigators, in collaboation with MSU faculty,
are investigating the utility of remote sensing imagery to ' scra.t^iiriate
between healthy and diseased symptomless and/or symptom-bearing grape
vines and blueberry bushes. if successful., these procedures could
provide an effective, quick and relatively inexpensive method for
growers to periodically assess the extent of infection within their
fields.
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Category Two-(a) (con't)
1p
AGENCY NMIBER OF PROJECTS PERCENT
Federal 4 815
State 13 27.7
Regional 6 12.8
County 8 17.0
Town-Local 9 19.1
Private 7 14.9
TOTAL 47 100.0
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Category I%qo-(b)	 (can't)
SOURCE NUMBER OF PROJECTS PERCENT
Landsat 7 11.9
Skylab 2 3.4
liigh Altutide Aircraft 21 35.6
Medium Altitude Aircraft 15 25.4
Low Altitude Aircraft 14 23.7
TOTAL 59 100.0
!'	
f
A
MSU/Center for Remote Sensing
Category Three: ALL OTHER FUNDING RECEIVED
A.	 Non-NASA Funding by Year
YEAR AMOUNT
1973 $	 4,295
1974 25,000
1975 10,000
1976 18,221
1977 860011
1978 191,513
1979 336,626
1980 2930558
1981 (to date) 160,502
TOTAL $1,125,726
B.	 Nan-NASA Funding by Agency
SOURCE NUMBER OF CONTRACTS AMOUNT
Federal Agencies 10 $	 750,812
State Agencies 13 140,621
Regional Agencies 4 18,949
County Agencies 4 9,026
Town-Local 3 584
Private 10 28,147
University N/A 177,587
TOTAL 44 $1,125,726
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Category Five-(a): EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
A. Confereneco and Workshops
1. Conference on the Practical Applications of Remote Sensing in
Michigan (1975)
This two-day conference brought together 85 representatives of
Michigan agencies for a series of presentations and workshops
on remote sensing.
2. Northwest_ Michigan ReSion Training Session (1974)
A two-day training session on color infrared photography and
photointerpretation was given to 25 public officials from 8
counties in Michigan.
3. Michigan Land Cover/Use Classification System Workshop (1976)
,.	
A one-day workshop was held to familiarize personnel from 8
regional planning agencies with the Michigan Classification
System and the various remote sensing inventory options avail-
able for preparing land cover/use maps.
4. Association of American Geographers' Special Session: Applied
Remote Sensing (1977)
A session was organized for the 73rd AAG Meetings in Salt Lake
City by Michigan State, which brought together speakers from
three other Office of University Affairs Remote Sensing Projects
to explain the thrust of activities in their particular states:
Dr. Stan Morain of TAC, New Mexico was the discussant.
5. Cooperative Extension Service Workshops (1978)
Two one-day workshops on the sources, techniques and applications of
remote sensing were given to 64 individuals from various agencies
of 8 counties.
r'	 6. Conference on Applications of Cartography and Remote Sensing
(1978)
A one-day conference was held to provide information on recent
developments in both fields to 87 paid attendees from public
agencies and private firms in Michigan.
62
q7. Goonerative Extension Service Worksho a (1979)
Four one-day workshops on the sources, techniques and applications of
remote sensing were given to 156 individuals from various agencies of
30 counties.
E. -fichigan Landscape Architecture bays Workshop (1979)
A one-day workshop on the sources, techniques and applications of re-
mote sensing was given to 26 landscape architects.
9. Short Course in Remote Sensing for Forest Inventory (1980)
A three-day short course on the use of color-infrared photography for
forest inventory was conducted for 20 professional foresters.
t
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B. Major Technical Assistance and Briefing Activities
1. Red Cedar River Basin Watershed Plan Development (Soil. Conserva-
tion Service and Michigan Department of Agriculture, 1973)
Northwest Michigan Resource Conservation and Development Project
Land Resources Inventory Mapping Program (Soil Conservation Ser-
vice, 1973)
3. Forest Plantation Classification and Inventory Program (Forest
Service, 1973)
4. Huron Pines Resource. Conservation and Development Project (Sail
Conservation Service, 1973)
5. Northwest Michigan Economic Development District and Regional
Planning Commission (Northwest Michigan Planning Commission)
1973)
u. Arcadia Power Plant Construction (Northwest Michigan Planning
Commission, 1973)
7. Traverse Bay Residential Development Survey (Northwest Michigan
Planning Commission, 1973)
8. nigh School Vocational Education Program Development (MSU Agri-
culture and Natural Resources Education Institute, 1973)
9. Land Planning Data Bank (West Michigan Regional Planning Commis-
sion, 1973-75)
10. Photographic Acquisition Assistance and Interpretive Training
(Michigan Department of State Highways and Transportation,
1.973-75)
11. Photographic Acquisition Assistance (South Central Michigan
Planning and Development Council of Region 3, 1974)
12. Augusta Creek Drainage Analysis (Kellogg Biological Station,
Michigan State University, 1974-75)
13. Evaluation of Proposed Utility Corridors (Michigan Public
Service Commission, 1974)
14. Effects of Accelerated Erosion Control Measures (Michigan Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1974)
15. Antrim County Land Use Inventory (Antrim County Planning Depart-
ment, 1974)
16. Evaluation of the Area Surrounding douses for Sale (Roger Pavilik
Realty, 1974)
	 €
17. Power Transmission Corridor Planning (Consumers Power Corporation,
1974)
18. Oil Exploration (Cities Service Oil Company, 1974-75)
19. Use of remote Sensing for Soil Mapping (Soil Conservation Service,
1974) 
20. Determination of House Counts in Antrim County (John R. Snell
Engineers, Inc., 1975)
21.
,rt
Lake Erie Coastal Wetlands Assessment (Bureau of Sport Fisheries
& Wildlife, 1976)
22. Development of Benjamin Davies Park (City of Lansing Parke &
Recreation Department, 1976)
23, Development of the Red Cedar Bike Path (City of Lansing Parks &
Recreation Department, 1976)
24. Shoreline Recession Rate Determination and Wetlands Interpreta-
tion (Michigan Department of Natural. Resources, 1977-78)
..5.o^» +mt+aa... a►^  GctxNcz va.ttt yaas in Berrien County (Nati onal Grape
Cooperative Association, Inc. and MSU Departments of Agricultural.
Engineering and Horticulture, 1977-78)
26. Statewide Aerial Photography Project (Michigan Department of
Natural. Resources, 1977-78)
27. Forest Type Mapping of Barry County (Soil, Conservation Service,
1978)
28. Michigan Land Cover/Use Classification System Slide/Tape Program
(Michigan Department of Natural. Resources, 1978)
29. Forest Type Mapping of Montmorency County (Soil Conservation Dis-
trict and Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1979)
30. Forest Type Mapping of Otsego County (Soil. Conservation District
and Michigan Department of Natural Resources )
 1979)
31. Wetlands Protection Legislation (The State Senate and the Michigan
Department of Agriculture, 1979)
32. Acquisition of Small Format Aerial Photos of Research Plots (MSU
Department of Entomology, Botany & Plant Pathology, and Crop and
Soil Sciences, 1978-79)
4
6 (
33. Woodcock habitat Mapping (MSU Department of Fisheries & Wildlifu,
1979)
34. Identification of Pits, Ponds and Lagoons (Michigan Department of
Public Health, 1979)
35. Community Development and City Planning (Design Michigan, 1979)
36. Aerial Photos in Support of Legal Cases (Law, Weathers, Richard-
son and Dutcher, 1979)
37. Michigan Resource Inventory Legislation (Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, 1279)
38. Identification of Forage Crops and Other Lands Related to Apiary
(Beehives) Locations (Michigan Bee Keepers Association and MSU
Department of Entomology, 1979)
39. Forest Resource Inventory and Computer Mapping (Forest Management
Division, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1979)
40. Topographic Sampling Procedures For Archeological Investigations
of Extinct 19th Century Town Sites in Mississippi (MSU Museum and
Department of Anthropology, 1979)
41. Use of Computer Programs for Landsat Digital Processing for Advanced
Remote Sensing Course (MSU Department of Geography, 1981)
42. Diazo Enhancement of Landsat Images for Land Use Mapping of the
Entire State (Michigan Department of State Highways and Transpor-
tation, 1981)
43. Light Aircraft Aerial Photography for Agricultural Monitoring
(Barry County Cooperative Extension Service, 1981)
44. Michigan State MCIC Affiliate (Michigan State Mapping Committee,
1981)
45. Aerial Photography of the Lansing Flood of 1975 (Snell Environmental
Group, 1981)
46. Remote Sensing in Support of State Forestry Programs (Forest Mana,;e-
ment Division, Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1981)
47. Power Plant Siting Inventory (Consumer Power Company, 1981)
48. Mapping Forest Resources With the ZTS (Champion Timberlands, 1980)
49. Aerial Photography for Site Planning (MSU` Department of Forestry,
1981)
50, Beaver Census Study (Wildlife Division, Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, 1980)
t
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t
51, Drain Tax Assessment Procedures `Ingham County Drain Commission,
1981)
52, Diazo Enhancement of Landsat Scenes from East Africa (MSU Depart-
ment of Geography, 1981)
68
C. Major Educational Presentations and Materials
1. Users Guide to high Altitude Imager off Michi an, published by
the Remote Sensing Project, 1973.
z. Educational, Self-Training Slide Modules, 1974-75:
a. "Basic Photo Interpretation"
b. "Basic Photo Measurements and Stereoscopic Viewing"
C. "Photo Interpretation in Forestry"
3. Guide to Aerial Imagery of Michigan, published by the MSU Agri-
cultural. Experiment Station, 1977.
4. "Window, to the World" exhibit at Impression 5 Museum, 1978,
5. "Applications of Remote Sensing and Computer Information Systems
to County-Level Programs," County Commissioners Day, MSU, 1979.
6. "Making Land Use Decisions and Tax Assessments via Remote Sensing,"
Michigan Northern, Counties Association, 1979.
7. "Computer-Assisted Farmland Appraisal," Northern Michigan Equaliza-
tion Directors Association, 1979.
8. Landsat digital software developed for use in the MSU Department
of Geography's course in advanced remote sensing, 1981.
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Category Five-(b): NMMER Or "RMIOTE SENSING" COURSES OFFERED ON CAMPUS
AND ENROLLMENTS
1, Geography 224: Remote Sensing--Airphoto Interpretation
Use of aerial photographs in the identification and
interpretation of physical and cultural, features of
the terrestrial. environment. Includes principles
of photogrammetry and stresses application and prac-
tice.
Offered foar terms per year/17 sections.
Annual enrollment 1980-81: 225 students.
2. Geography 424: Advanced Remote Sensing  Techniques
Extraction, analysis and interpretation of informa-
tion obtained from remote sensors including conven-
tional, infrared and radar imagery. Introduction
to stereo-plotting devices, stressing theories of
remote sensing and applications.
Offered one term per year.
Annual enrollment 1980-81: 25 students.
Category Dive-(c): NUMBER Or FACULTY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANTS INVOLVED
IN THE PROGRAM
1. 20 faculty-rank persons from 14 departments
2. 5 full-time staff (3 research specialists, l administrative/Profes-
sional and 1 clerical/technical)
3. 16 student research assistants (mostly half- to three-quarter time)
r
F MSU/Center for Remote Sensing
Category Six:	 AGENCY CONTACTS
Federal Agencies
+ *U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
+ U.S. Department of Agriculture
*Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Economics, Statistic and Cooperative Services (formerly
Economic Research Service)
*Forest Service
Office of International Development
Science and Education Administration
*Soil Conservation Service
+ U.S. Department of Commerce
+ *U.S. Department of Energy
+ U.S. Department of Interior
bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife
*EROS Data Center
*Geological Survey
+ U.S. Department. of State
Agency for International Development
*Energy Clearing House
+ *Solar Energy Re&&arch Institute
State: of Michigan Agencies
+ *Department of Agriculture
+ *Central Michigan University
+ *Department of Education
+ Department of Natural: Resources
*Air Quality Division
*Vol.esr Manag: men	 Division
'i	 " *heological Survey Division
Inland Lakes Division
*Land Resource Programs Division
EnO onmentul Services Division
Resource Recovery Division
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Category Six (con's)
Cuter Quality Division
*Wildlife Division
+ Department of State Highways and Transportation
*Environmental Liaison Section
Photogrammetry Section
+ Public Service Commission
+ Department of Management and Budget
+ The Michigan Senate
+ *Michigan State Mapping Committee
+ Department of Public Health
+ *Western Michigan University
+ *University of Michigan
+ Michigan State University
*Department of Geography
*Department of Crop and Soil Sciences 	
r /,
*Department of Entomology
*Department of Agricultural Economics 	 E
*School of Urbaa Planning and Landscape Architecture
*Lifelong, Education Programs
*Cooperative Extension Service
*Department of Civil Engineering
*Department of Agricultural Engineering
*Department of Forestry
*Department of Park and Recreation
*Department of Resource Development
*Department of Geology
*Department of Botany and Plant Pathology
*Department of Anatomy
Regional Planning and Administrative Agencies
+ East Central Michigan Planning and Development Council
+ Northeast Michigan Council of Governments
+ *Northwest Michigan Prime Forestlands Identification Project
+ Northwest Michigan Regional Planning Commission
	
j
+ Region 2 Planning Commission
Y
0.
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Category Six (con's)
+ Region V Planning and Development Council.
+ South Central Michigan Planning and Development Council of Region 3
+ Southeast Michigan Council of Governments
+ Southwest Michigan Regional Planning Commission
+ Traverse Bay Regional Planning Commission
+ *Tri-County Regional Planning Commission
+ *U.P. Prime Forestlands Identification Project
+ West Michigan Regional Planning Commission
+ West Michigan Shoreline Regional Planning Commission
County Agencies
+ Alpena County Equalization Department
+ Antrim County Planning Department
+ Berrien County Office of Prosecuting Attorney
+ Calhoun County Health Department
+ *Cass County Planning Commission
+ Charlevoix County Equalization Department
+ *Clinton County Planning Department
+ Eaton County Equalization Department
+ Genesee Count; Planning Commission
+ *Gogebic County Forestry Commission
+ Grand Traverse County Planning Commission
+ *Ingham County Drain Commission
+ Kent County Equalization Department
+ Mason County Soil Conservation District
+ Monroe County Planning Commission
+ Montmorency County Soil Conservation District
+ Otsego County Soil Conservation District
+ Osceola County Cooperative Extension Service
+ *Saginaw-Bay Mosquito Control Commission
+ Wayne County Planning Commission
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Category Six (con't)
Town-Local A encies
+ *AuSable Trails Environmental Censer
+ Citizens Concerned About 1-69
+ City of Lansing Parks and Recreation Department
+ City of Lansing Vector Control Section
+ Design Michigan
+ Grand Mere Association
+ Lakefield Township, Saginaw County
+ *Lansing Community College
+ Saginaw-Chippewa Indian Tribe
+ Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians
+ City of Mason, City Administrator and Planning Commission
Ire,
1.
k.
11	 `
Private Agencies
* Abrams Aerial Survey, Inc.
Bendix Aerospace Systems Division
r *Champion International Corporation
+ Citien Service Oil Company
+ Columbia Gus System Service Corporation
+ *Consumers Power Company
+ CRW Associates
+ *Detroit ;Mews
+ *Dow-Codling Corporation
+ Durkee Lake Club
+ *Earth Resources Data Analysis Systems, 'Inc.
+ *Environmental Research Institute of Michigan
+ *Hillsdale Educational Put^lishers
+ John R. Snell Engineers, Inc.
+ *Lansing Engineers Club
+ Law, Weathers, Richardson and Dutcher
+ Menasha Corporation
+ 4fichigan Blueberry Growers Association
+ Morbark Industries, Inc.
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Category Six (con't)
+ National Grape Cooperative Association, Inc.
+ *Packaging Corporation of America
+ *Resource Information Associates, Inc.
+ Richard Norris, Atcorney-at-Law
+ Roger Pavilik Realty
+	 S.D. Warren Co.
+ *Snell Environmental Group
+ *United Press International.
+ Wakely-Kushner Associates
+ Wickes Agriculture
+ William Brehm
+ Wolverine Electric Cooperative
*Contacts during current reporting period
Category Sevew., TRAFFIC TO THE CRS LAHORATORY--An Approximation
"Traffic" is interpreted to mean any of the many possible inquiries for in-
formation, guidance, or simply interest. Contacts are made either by tele-
phone or visiting in person.
1. Telephone Inquiries; Average 186/year,
2. Personal Drop-Ins;	 Average 150/year.
Ann Arbor, Michigan. October 1972.
K*
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Appendix
P U E L I C A T 1 G N S a n d	 P R E 5 E N T A T x 0 N S
of the Michigan State University Project
1.	 "Investigation of Lund Resource Use in Southeast Michigan." J.G. Ahl,
M.G. Boylan, D.L. Mokma, W.L. Myers, S.W. Scher and R.D. Vlasin.
2. Remote Sensing in Michigan for Land Resource Management: Highway Impact
Assessment. Environmental Research Institute of Michigan. Ann
Arbor, Michigan. December 1972. 107 p.
3. Users Guide to High Altitude Imagery of Michigan. Mark C. Sullivan and
Stephen W. Schar. Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan
April 1973. 39 p.
4. Proposed Land Use Classification System. Project for the Use of Remote 	 !'
Sensing in Land Use Policy Formulation. Michigan State University.
East Lansing, Michigan. July 1973. 26 p. 	 !'
5. Proceedings of the Conference on Practical. Applications of Remote Sensing.
(May 15-16). Ken Keifenheim and Stephen W. Schar, Editors.
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. September 1973.
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6. Image Interpretation for a Multi-Level Land Use Classification System. is
Mark C. Sullivan and Gary Higgs. Michigan State University.
East Lansing, Michigan. September 1973. 35 p.
s
7. The Use of Color Infrared Photography for Wetlands Ms-pping: With Special
Reference to Shoreline and Waterfowl Habitat Assessment. William
R. Enslin. Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan.
October 1973. 33 p.
8. Upper Kalamazoo Watershed Land Cover Inventory. Benjamin Richason III
and William R. Enslin. Michigan State University. East Lansing,
Michigan. October 1973. 39 p.
9. "A Comparative Analysis of Remote Sensing Scale/System Attributes for a
Multi-Level Land Use Classification System." Mark C. Sullivan
and Gary Higgs. Proceedings of the Americad Society - of Photo
grammetry Fall Convention. pp. 335-367. American Society of
Photogrammetry. Falls Church, Virginia. October 1973.
76
r7 
10. Evaluatina Data Collection Costs with Em basis on Rem©ta Sensing. Marilyn
J. Bennett. M.S. Thci )I.A, (unpublished), Michigan Stash Univera ty,
East Lansing, Michigan. 1974. 146 p.
11. "Focus on Community Development." Michigan Scionca in Action. Report
No. 26. Michigan State University Agricultural Experiment Station.
East Lansing, Michigan. February 1974.
12, "Resource Inventory for Multi-Agency Watershed Planning." W.R. Enslin,
B. Richason III and M.J. Dennatt. Remote Sensing of Earth
Resources. Volume III. pp. 653-670. ''^hr University of Tennessee
Space Institute. Tullahoma, Tennessee. March 1974.
13. "The Use of Color Infrared Photography for Wetland Assessment." William
R. Enslin and Mark C. Sullivan. Remote Sensing of Earth Resources.
Volume III. pp. 697-720. The University of Tennessee Space
Institute. Tullahoma, Tennessee. March 1974.
14. "Operational Remote Sensing for Land Capability Analysis of Michigan."
Myles G. Boylan and Stephen W. Schar. Presented at Michigan
Academy of Science, Arts and Letters. Environmental Studies
Section. Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan,
March 1974.
15. "A Quick Procedure for Developing Environmental Planning Inventories in
Michigan." Stephen W. Schar. Presented at Michigan Academy of
	
u`	
Science, Arts and Letters. Environmental Studies Section.
Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan, March 1974.
16. "Color-Infrared Airphotos as a Source of Forest Resource Data for Regional
Information Systems: Putting Remote Sensing Technology to Work
	
.	 in Northwestern Michigan. William D. Hudson and Wayne Myers,
Presented at Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters.
Environmental Studies Section. Michigan State University. East
Lansing, Michigan. March 1974.
17. "Collection and Manipulation of Land Use Information for Corridor
Analysis." Mark C. Sullivan. Presented at Michigan Academy of
Science, Arts and Letters. Environmental Studies Section.
Michigan State University. East Lansing, Michigan. March 1974.
18. Remote Sensing in Michigan for Land Resource Management: Waterfowl
Habitat. A.N. Sellman, Z.J. Sattinger, L.B. Istvan, W.R. Enslin,
W.L. Myers, M.C. Sullivan. Environmental. Research Institute of
Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan. April, 1974. 43 p.
19. "Resource Analysis Applications in !-V,,chigan." S.W. Schar, W.R. Enslin,
I.J. Sattinger, J.G. Robinson, R.S. Fellows, K.R. Hosford and
J.G. Raad. Summaries of the Ninth International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environmnt pp. 236-237, Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan. Ann Arbor, Michigan. April 1974.
W*
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20.
	
"Design Concepts for Land Use and Natural Resources Inventories and Infor-
mation Systems."	 R.L. Shelton and E.E. Hardy.	 Summaries of the
Ninth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment.
pp. 53-54.	 Environmental Research Institute of Michigan.	 Ann Arbor,
Michigan.	 April 1974.
21.	 "Resource Analysis Applications in 'Hichigan,"	 S.W. Schar, W.R. Enslin,
I. J. Sattinger, J.G. Robinson, R.S. follows, K.R. Hosford, and
J.G, Raad.	 Proceedings of the Ninth International S	 Inosium on
Remote SensinS of Environment, Vol. III, pp. '"1073-2081.
Environmental 5search Institute of Michigan.
	
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
April 1974.
22.	 "Design Concepts for Land Use and Natural Resources Inventories and
Information Systems."	 Ronald L. Shelton and Ernest E. Hardy.
Proceedings of the Ninth International s 3posium on Remote Sensing
of Environment.	 Vol. I.	 pp. 517536.	 Environmental Research
Institute of Michigan.	 Ann Arbor, Michigan. 	 April, 1974.
23.	 Determining Regional Soil Losses Resulting from Construction Activities.
S,E. Tilmann, D.L. Mokma and R.L. Stockman. 	 Project for the Use
of Remote Sensing in Land Use Policy Formulation. 	 Michigan State
University.
	
East Lansing, Michigan.	 January 1975.	 21 p.
24.	 "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions through Remote Sensing."
M. Boylan, W.R. Enslin, R. Hill..-Rowley and R.D. Vlasin. 	 Abstracts
of the NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium. 	 pp. 231-233,
Johnson Space Center. 	 Houston, Texas.	 June 1975.
25.	 Michigan Land Cover/Use Classification System. 	 Michigan Land Use Classi-
fication and Referencing Committee. 	 Office of Land Use, Department
of Natural Resources.	 Lansing, Michigan,	 July 1975.	 60 p.
26.	 "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions Through Remote Sensing."
R. Hill-Rowley, M. Boylan, W. Ensl n and R. Vlasin. 	 Proceedings_	 {!
of the NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium. 	 Vol. IC,	 pp, 1747-	 }
1767.	 Johnson Space Center. 	 Houston, Texas.	 September 1975.	 i
27.	 "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions Through Remote Sensing."
M. Boylan, W.R. Enslin, R. Hill-Rowley and R.D. Vlasin.	 Summaries
of the Tenth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environ-
ment.	 pp. 112-113.	 Environmental Research Institute of Michigan.
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 	 October 1975.
28.	 "Survey of Recent Resource Applications in Michigan." 	 W.C. Taylor, W.R.
Enslin, C.E. Olson Jr., and S.J. Sattinger. 	 Summaries of the
Tenth International Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment.
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 	 October 1975.	 j1
^F	 9
29.	 "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions through Application of High
Altitude Color-Infrared Imagery." 	 W.R. Enslin, M. Boylan, R. Hill-
Rowley and R.D. Vlasin. 	 Proceedings of Applications of Remotely-
Sensed Data in North Central United States.	 p. 35.	 American 
I. Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Bendix Aerospace Sys-
terns bivision, Ann Arbor,x,  	 November 1975.	 (Abstract).
r #i
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30. "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions Through Remote Sensing."
M. Boylan, W. R. Enolin, R. Hill-Rowlay and R. D. Vlasin. Proceeding
of the Tenth International. Symposium on Remote Sensina of EnvironmM
PP • 793-801. Environmental Research. Institute of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan. October 1975.
31. "Survey of Recent Resource Applications in Michigan." W. C, Taylor, W. R.
Enslin, C. E. Olson Jr., and I. J. Sattinger, Proceedings of the
Tenth International, Svm osium on Remote Sensing of Environment.
pp. 857-865. Environmental Research Institute of Michigan. Ann
Arbor, Michigan. October 1975.
32. "Remote Sensing of Abandoned Vehicles for County Planning." Salleh M. Nor.
Remote Sensing of Earth Resources, Vol, V, pp. 107-112, edited by
P. Shahrokhi, The University of Tennessee Space Institute, Tullahoma,
Tennessee, 1976.
33. "Improved Land Use Decisions and Actions in Michigan Through Remote
Sensing." Richard Hill-Rowley and William R. Enslin. Proceedings
of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 8, pp. 132.136.
Association of American Geographers, Washington, D. C. April 1976.
34, "Remote Sensing for Identifying Essent.tal Lands." William R. Enslin.
Conference Proceedings: Protection of Essential Lands. pp, 80-84.
Department of Resource Development, Michigan State University ►
East Lansing, Michigan, April 1976,
...	 LL_	 d	 /
	 Map,	
i 3.,Q . ReYU%^ vn 	 TLc ►^: Luua Use /Cover	 ,arsa Sol! Limitations 'naps for the 1865
Treaty Lands of the Saginaw-Chippewa Indian Tribe, NASA Remote
Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan,
April 1976. (Mimeographed).
r
36, "Soil Management Groups: A useful tool for interpretive and glacial maps."
S. E. Tilmann and G. Larson. Presented at the North-Central meet-
ing of the Geological Society of America, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
April 1976. Not Available,
37. "Evaluating limitations to ground water recharge by a multi-dimensional
scaling model." S. E. Tilmann. Presented at the North-Central
i meeting of the Geological Society of America, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
April 1976. Not Available.
38, A Strategy for Land Use/CoyFsr Data File_ and Map Preparation. Stephen
E. Tilmann and Robert H. Rogers, Bendix Aerospace Systems Division.
Ann Arbor, Michigan. May 1976. 21 p. (Mimeographed),
39. 1972 Land Cover/Use Inventory of Clinton, Eaton and Ingham Counties,
Michigan. Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State University,
"'	 East Lansing, Michigan. June 1976. 49 p. (Mimeographed).
40.
95 p. (Mimeographed), .
Remo te
 Sensing Project,
ing, Michigan. July 1976.
^iO
v
41, Identifving and Mapp ing Forest Resources From Small.-Scale Color
Aires, W, D. Hudson, R. J, Amsterburg Jr., and W. L. Myers.
t Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station Research Report 394.t
Michigan State University,
	
East Lansing, Michigan.	 July 1976. 12 p.
42. Documentation: 1979 SEMCOG Land Use Inventory.	 Johnson, Johnson and
Roy, Inc.
	
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 	 July 1976.	 22 p.	 (Mimeographed).
43. Enpi.neering Properties o ," Soil Mana amens Grou s.	 S. E, Tilmann and
D, L, Mokma.	 Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station Research
Report 313.
	
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan.
August 1976.	 12 p.
44. Soil Management Groups and Soil. Erosion Control,	 S. E. Tilmann and
D. L. Mokma,.	 Michigan Agricultural, Experiment Station Research
Report 319.	 Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan,
August 1976.	 16 p.
45. "Mapping of Remote Sensing Data for Michigan Agencies," 	 Kenneth E.
Keifenheim.	 Presented at the East Lakes Division Meetings,
Association of American Geographers, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
October 15, 1976.
46, "Keeping Our Resources Under Surveillance." Laurie De Firmian and
Roberta Yafie. Supplement to the Michigan State University
Alumni Magazine, Vol. 2, No, 4. pp. 4-5. College of Agri-
culture and Natural Resources, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, Michigan, Nov./Dee, 1976.
47. "MSU Remote Sensing Project" in 8
Research in the gicentenniai Year Kesearcn xeport Sly, pp,
13-15. Agricultural Experiment Station, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Michigan. December 1976,
48. "Michigan Resource Inventories: Characteristics and Costs of Selected
Projects Using High Altitude Color Infrared Imagery." W. R.
Enslin and R Hill-Rowley. Proceedings of the First Conferen ce
on the Economics of Remote Sensing,  Information Systems.tems. pp.
194-212. San Jose State University, San Jose, California.
January 1977.
49, "A Computer Software System for Integration and Analysis of Grid-Based
Remote Sensing Data witt y Other Natural Resource Data." S. E.
Tilmann, W. R. Ensln and R. Hill-Rowley. Proceedings of the
43rd Annual Meeting of the American Society of Photogrammetry.
pp. 3-14. American Society of Photogrammetry, Washington, D.C.
February 1977.
^v
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50, "A Procedure for Merging Land Cover/Use Data from Landsat, Aerial Photo-
graphy, and Map Sources: Compatibility, Accuracy and Cost." W. R.
Enslin, S. E, Tilmann, R. Hill-Rowley, and R. H. Rogers, Proceed-
ings of the 43rd Annual Meeting of the American Society of Photo-
grammetry, pp. 449-458. American Society of Photogrammetry,
z
Washington, D.C. February 1977,
51. "Estimation of Old Field Ecosystem Biomass Using Low Altitude Imagery."
Salleh Mohd. Nor, Gene Safir, T. M. Burton, J. E. Hook and G.
Schultink. Summaries of the 11th International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment. p. 85. ERIM, Ann Arbor, Mich-
igan. April 1977.
52. "Application of Aerial Photography to Water-Related Programs in Mich-
igan." W. R. Enslin, R. Hill-Rowley and S. E. Tilmann. Summaries
of the 11th International Symposium on Remote Sensing oflnviron-
mentt, pp. 100-101. ERIM, Ann Arbor, Michigan. April 1977,
53. "Estimation of Old Field Ecosystem Biomass Using Low Altitude Imagery."
Salleh Mohd,. Nor, Gene Safir, T. M. BurtOfL, J. E. Hook and G.
Schultink. Proceedings of the 11th International Symposium on
Remote Sensing of Environment. pp. 711-718. ERIM, Ann Arbor,
Michigan. April 1977.
54. "Application of Aerial Photography to Water-Related Programs in Mich-
igan." W. R. Enslin, R. Hill-Rowley and S. E. Tilmann. Pro-
ceedings of the 11th International Symposium on Remote Sensing
of Environment. pp, 807-816. ERIM, Ann Arbor, Michigan. April
1977.
55. "Characteristics of Remote Sensing Applications in Michigan." Richard
Hill-Rowley and William R. Enslin.. Abstracts of the 73rd Annual
Mejt n of the Association of American Geographers. p.
Association of American Geographers, Washington, D.C. April 1977.
56. "Characteristics of Remote Sensing Applications in Michigan." Richard
Hill-Rowley and William R. Enslin. Presented at the 73rd Annual.
Meeting of the Association of American Geographers. Salt Labe
City, Utah. April 25, 1977, (Mimeographed).
57. "The Acquisition and Integration of Land Use Data for Regional Planning."
Richard Hill-Rowley and William R. Enslin. Presented at the 3rd
Symposium of the American Instittte of Aer,naautics and Astro-
nautics on the Applications of Remotely Sensed Data. Ann Arbor,
Michigan. May 1977.
58. "Photo Interpretative Procedures in Assessing River Recreation Potential."
Salleh M. Nor and Richard Hill-Rowley. Pr oceedings of the 1,977
Scenic Rivers Symposium. pp. 86-89. Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, Louisianm. June 1977.
I ,	 8 
59. A Recommended Procedure to Cum uterize Soil Maps. Stephen E. Tilmann.
Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan. June 1977. (Mimeographed'
60. A	 p_2om uter-Assisted Farmland Aasessment Procedure for Property Tax As-
sessment. Stephen E. Tflmann, Remote Sensing Project, Minhigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan. June 1977. (Mimeo-
graphed)
61. Land Cover Analysis of Region V Genesee, Lapeer, and Shiawassee Counties.
L.E. Reed and W.R. Etislin. Bendix Report BSR 4284, tifuly 1977.
62. "Impact Analysis of Off-Road-Vehicle Use on Vegetation in the Grand Mere
Dune Environment." Ger Schultink. Proceedings of the Sixth
Biennial Workshop on Color Aerial Photography in the Plant Sciences
and Related Fields. pp. 132-140. American Society of Photogram-
metry, Fort Collins ) Colorado. August 9-11, 1977.
63. Visual Interpretation of LANDSAT Imagery for Land Cover and Land Use of
Selected Test Sites in the Dominican Republic. Salleh Mohd. Nor,
Sandra HabowsE_,and —Ste'phen E. Tilmann. Remote Saasing Project,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. August 1977.
64. Land Use Inventory Through Merging of LANDSAT (Satellite), Aerial Photo-
graphy, and Map Sources. Robert H. Rogers, Larry E. Reed, William
R. Enslin, Kenneth E. Keifenheim, Thomas H. Haga and Robert Kar-
woski. Bendix, Report BSR 4292, September 1977,
65. Resource Analysis Program: User i s Gulde to RAP. Stephen E. Tilmann.
Remote Sensiag Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan. October 1977.
66,, Guide to Aerial Imagery of Michigan. William R. Enslin and Richard
Hill-Rowley. Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station Research
Report 340. November 1977.
67. "Improved Resource Use Decisions and Actions Through Remote Sensing."
R. Hill-Rowley, M. Boylan, W. Enslin, and R,, Vlasin. In Remote
Sensin?and ,Lhe Earth, pp. 147 -170, C. Brosius, J. Gervin and
J. Ragusa. School Doard of Brevard County, Instructional Ser-
vices Division, Rockledge, Florida. December 1977.
68. The Geographic Data File for the Dominican Republic Mapping System.
Stephen E. Tilmann. Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Michigan. December 1977.
69. "An Evaluation of LANDSAT-Derived Land Use Data for an Agricultural
Potential Model of the Dominican Republic." Stephen E. Tilmann,
Richard Hill-Rowley and William R. Enslin. Presented at the
Second Conference on the Econo,ilics of Remote Sensing Information
Systems, San Jose State University, San Jose, California. Jan-
uary 1978.
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70. "An Evaluation of Michigan Land Cover/Use Inventories Derived from Re-
mote Sensing."	 Richard Hill.-Rowley and William R. Enslin. 	 Pre-
sented at the 44th Annual, Meeting of the American Society of
Photog;rammetry.	 Washington, D.C.	 February 26-March 4, 1978.
71. "Visual Interpretation of LANDSAT Imagery for Land Cover/Use for Selected
Test Sites in the Dominican Republic." 	 Sandra Habowski, Stephen E.
Tilmann and	 Salleh Mohd. Nor.
	
Presented at the 44th Annual Meeting;
of the American Society of Photog;rammetry. 	 Washington, D.C,	 Feb-
ruary 26-March 4, 1978.
72. A User's Guide to the STEDRA National Mapping; System. 	 Stephen E. Tilmann.
Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan.	 February 1978.
73. Supplemental Material for the SIEDRA National Mapping S _ ,y stem Workshop.
v
Stephen E. Tilmann.	 Remote Sensing Project, Michiga" ,  State Uni-
versity, East Lansing, Michigan. 	 February 1978.
74. "Integration of Multisource Data for Land Use Planning." 	 Richard 11;.11-
Rowley and William R. Enslin. 	 Abstracts of the 74th Annual. Meet-
ing of the Association of American Geographers.
	 P. 129.
	
Associa-
tion of American Geographers, Washington, D.C.	 April 1978.
75. "Remote Sensing, Geographic Info , mation Systems, and National Land Plan-
ning: Some Central American and Caribbean Experiences." 	 Ronald L.
Shelton and Stephen E. Tilmann.
	
Presented at the 12th International,
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment.
	
Manila, Philippines.
April 1978.
76. "The Use of Remote Sensing in the Protection and Management of Great
Lakes Shorezone Sand Dunu)s." William R. Buckler and Ger Schultink.
Presented at the fall Technical Meeting of the Eastern Great lakes
Chapter, American Society of Photogrammetry. September 1978.
77. Dune Type Inventory and Barrier Dune Classification .study of Michigan's
Lake Michigan Shore. William R. Buckler. Remote Sensing Project,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. September 1978.
78. Monitoring and Inventory_ Pr ocedures
-
for Sand _Du	 erations in
Michigan: A Sand Mining Surveillance Manu 	 ote Sensinc
Techniques. Ger Schultink. Remote Sens1
	
Project, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan. September 1978.
79. "'.the Application of Remote. Sensing Techniques For the Enforcement of the
Michigan Sand Dune Management and Protection Act," Ger Schultink,
Proceedings of the American Society of Photo'rammetry Fail Technical
Meetin	 pp 468-479. American Society of Photogrummetry, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, October 15-20, 1978.
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80. Identification of Wild Areas in Southern Lower Michi;^an.	 Sandra HubowskiM	
and Christopher C al,ek. 	 Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, .Michigan.
	
November 1978.
81. Identification of Wood Energy Resources, 	 William D. Hudson and Kyle
Kittleson.	 Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State. University,
East Lansing, Michigan,	 November 1978.
82. "Assessing the Impact of Pipeline Construction on Coniferous Wetlands in
Central Michigan with Aerial Photography."
	
Kyle M. Kittleson and
Maureen E. McDivitt. 	 Remote Sensin r of Earth Resources, Vol. VIII,
edited by F. Shahrokhi, The University of 'Tennessee Space Institute,
Tullahoma, Tennessee, 1978.
83. "An Evaluation of Michigan Land Cover/Use Inventories Derived from Remote
Sensing:	 Characteristic; and Costs."
	
Richard Hill-Rowley and
William R. En.slin.	 Proceedings of 13th International Symposium
on Remote Sensing of the Environment, Vol. III, pp. 1251-1259,
ERIM.
	
April 1979.
84. "Remote Sensing;
	
A Rapid and Accurate Method of Data Acquisition for a
Newly formed Mosquito Control District,"	 V.E. Wagner, R. Hill-
Rowley, S.A. Narlock and H.D. Newson.	 Mossuito News, Vol. 39,
No.	 2	 (,Tune 1979), pp.	 283-287.
85. "Color Enhancement of LANDSAT (Satellite) Imagery for Visual Land Cover/Use
Interpretation."
	
David P. Lusch.	 Presented at the Eastern Great
Lakes Region Meeting of the American Society of Photog,'rammetry.
September 1979.
86. Constructing A Density/Exposure Graph for Dia:o Film. 	 David P. Lusch,
Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan.	 October 1979.
87. "Cane Rust Damage Assessment in the Dominican Republi.ct 	 The Use of Light
Aircraft-Small Format Photography in Small. Area Agricultural In-
ventories."
	
G. Sthultink, M.A. Karteris and R. Bill-Rowley.
Presented at the Third Conference on the Economics of Remote
Sensing Information Systems, Lake Taho, Nevada, 	 November, 1979.
88. "Land Resource Inventory for Selected Areas of Michigan's Upper` Peninsula."
Prepared for the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians. Re-
mote Sensing Project, Michigan State University, 1979.
89. The beveloREtnt of a Generali zed Land Cover/Use trap of Syria Through Visual
Int ipxe ^tion of Landsat Imagery. Scott Witter and Richard Hill-
Rowley. Remote Sensing Project, Michigan State University, East
t '	 Lansing, Michigan. December 1979.
90. Dune Type Inventory and Barrier Dune Classification Study_ of Micb!%sjr,ls
Take Michiwgan Shore. William R. Buckler. Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, Geological Sux'vey Division, Report of Inves-
tigation No. 23. 1979.
8 
91. An Evaluation of Light Aircraft 'Remote Sensing Techniques for the Detec-
.	
tion and Quantification of Cane Rust, Ger Schultink, Michael A.
Karteris and Gene R. Saf ir. Remote Sensing Project, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan. January 1980,
92. "Introducing Remote Sensing to County-Level Agencies in Michigan Through
the Cooperative Extension Service." W.R. Enslin and R. Hill-Rowley.
Presented at the 46th Annual Meeting of the American Society of
Photogrammetry, St. Louis, Missouri. March 9-14, 1980.
93. "Diazo Processing of Landsat Imsgery." David 1 3 . Lusch. Presented at the
Michigan Academy of Arts, Science and Fetters, Geography Section.
March 1980.
94. "An Evaluation cif 70mm Color Infrared Photography fur Sugar Cane Rust
Assessment in the Dominican Republic," M. Karteris, G. Schultink,
G. Safi.r and R. dill-Rowley. Presented at the 14th International
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, Sari Jose, Costa Rica.
April 1980.
95. "Resource Inventory Procedures in the Dominican Republic Using Linear Random
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